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Executive Summary

Introduction

Student assessments typically are viewed simply as indicators of educational progress, but this report is based on the recognition that the utility of assessments can extend far beyond this role in education. For example, the results of student assessments can provide critical information for decision making in education policy and practice. In addition, what is being assessed and how it is assessed becomes a means to communicate goals and priorities to teachers, students, and other stakeholders in K–12 education.

This report explores how changes and improvements in assessment practices can support efforts to improve K–12 geography education. The report is one of three reports developed as part of the National Science Foundation-funded Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education Project, a collaboration of four national associations committed to improving geography education—the National Geographic Society, the Association of American Geographers, the American Geographical Society, and the National Council for Geographic Education. The other two project reports focus on geography education research and on instructional materials and professional development for geography.

This report begins by laying out a set of issues critical for the design of assessments that support instructional improvement and by reviewing current assessment frameworks and practices in K–12 geography education. The second half of the report contains a proposal for a new approach to assessment in geography that will enable assessment developers to address the critical issues in assessment design. As with the other Road Map Project reports, this one places a particular emphasis on how to move geography education toward a balance between developing geographic knowledge and learning to engage in geographic practices. Specifically, this report follows the balanced approach to geography education called for in the second edition of Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (Heffron & Downs, 2012), the national standards document that also was developed through a collaborative effort of the four Road Map Project partners.

Background

The four partners launched the Road Map Project because they share a concern that the poor state of geography education in America is a threat to our country’s well-being, and by extension, to the well-being of the global community. The partners share the belief that geography education is essential for preparing the general population for careers, civic lives, and personal decision making in contemporary society. They also believe it is essential for the preparation of specialists capable of addressing critical societal issues in the areas of social welfare, economic stability, environmental health, and international relations. They fear that by neglecting geography education today, we are placing the welfare of future generations at risk.

While inspiring examples of highly effective geography education can be found in nearly every part of the United States, for the overwhelming majority of students, the amount of geography instruction they receive, the preparation of their teachers to teach geography, and the quality of their instructional materials are inadequate to prepare students for the demands of the modern world. Assessments of geographic concepts and skills expose the failure of our educational system in geography, confirming that a vast majority of American students are geographically illiterate. The 2010 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), known as “The Nation’s Report Card,” found that fewer than 30% of American students were proficient in geography, meaning that more than 70% of students at fourth, eighth, and 12th grades were unable to perform at the level that is expected for their grade (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). At 12th grade, more than 30% of students scored below “basic,” indicating that they had not mastered even foundational geographic concepts or skills.

The Value of Assessment for Improving Geography Education

This report takes the position that the primary purpose of educational assessment should be for making informed decisions. Because they typically regard assessment as a separate activity from instruction, educators, students, parents, and policy makers often overlook invaluable ways assessments can support and improve teaching and learning. The report describes four ways that assessment results can contribute to improvements in teaching and learning by providing evidence that guides critical decisions.

1. The results of assessments can inform teachers’ instructional decisions. When assessments are integrated into instruction, they can improve its effectiveness by enabling the teaching and learning process to be tailored to students’ specific needs.
2. The results of assessments can be used to inform decisions about students’ academic programs. Assessments introduced at appropriate intervals can be used to measure a student’s proficiency against benchmark goals for that student at that point in his or her academic career. The results of these assessments can be used to inform decisions about that student’s academic program.

3. The results of assessments can be used to inform decisions about the function and effectiveness of educational programs. Aggregated results of student assessments can be used as part of program evaluation. Used in this way, assessments can inform decisions about program selection, program implementation, and other aspects of instruction. They also can be used in evaluations of the performance of classes, schools, and larger units that might reveal challenges that need to be addressed; likewise, they can be used to inform decisions about where to focus resources.

4. The results of assessments can be used to build a knowledge base for future decision making. Assessment results used for research enable examination of broader questions than those revealed by the performance of a specific student or program. They can be used to examine general questions about teaching and learning geography, such as what makes one approach more effective than another, or how students develop spatial learning skills. The results of these studies can inform efforts to improve education over longer time scales.

Considerations in the Design of Assessments

Designing accurate and useful assessments is extremely challenging. Four of the key decisions in the design of assessments are:

1. **Selection of goals**: What are the specific content and practices required for the competencies being assessed?
2. **Item characteristics**: What are the characteristics of the item that will be used to assess a competency (e.g., task type, response mode, scoring system)?
3. **Item quality**: How will the technical quality of the item be measured (e.g., validity, reliability, fairness)?
4. **Cost effectiveness**: How much time and resources are required to create, administer, and score the assessment?

In making these design decisions, assessment developers must carefully consider the nature of the content and practices to be assessed, the context in which they will be administered, the population whose competencies will be assessed, and the purposes for which the results will be used.

One way developers of assessments minimize the challenge of addressing these considerations is through assessment frameworks. An assessment framework plays the role of an outline in writing or a functional specification in engineering. Frameworks provide guidelines for making decisions in the development of an assessment.

Contemporary assessment frameworks use a two-dimensional framework to lay out the content and cognition targets for an assessment, their relative importance, and item characteristics. A comprehensive assessment framework also provides guidance on item quality and cost constraints.

Because of the role assessment frameworks can play in guiding the design of assessments, this report focuses on the development and dissemination of new assessment frameworks as a means to guide the development of high-quality assessments that evaluate 21st century knowledge and skills.

Assessment in Geography Today

To determine how well current assessment projects are aligned with the goals of geography education, as described in *Geography for Life*, this report examines the nature of existing assessment frameworks and current assessment practices in K–12 geography education.

Assessment Frameworks in Geography Education Today

There are currently three prominent assessment frameworks being used in K–12 geography education in the United States:

- **National Assessment of Educational Progress in Geography (1994, 2001, 2010)**. The NAEP geography framework is the basis for assessments that are used in a national evaluation of geography education outcomes at grades 4, 8, and 12.

- **Advanced Placement Human Geography (2000)**. The framework for Advanced Placement Human Geography (APHG) guides the design of the examination used by the College Board to determine if high school students who have completed an AP course in human geography have achieved a level of mastery equivalent to successful completion of an undergraduate course in the subject.
• National Assessment of Educational Progress for Science (2008). The NAEP Science framework is the basis for assessments that are used in a national evaluation of science education outcomes at grades 4, 8, and 12. It includes concepts and practices that are included in Geography for Life, such as, Earth processes, ecology, human-environment interaction, data analysis, and communication.

This report concludes that these three frameworks place too little emphasis on geographic practices to accurately assess students’ mastery of the goals outlined in Geography for Life, although the NAEP Science framework serves as a model of how to assess other scientific practices.

Assessment Practices in Geography Today

This report includes the findings of a study, commissioned for the report, of existing K–12 geography assessments. The study was conducted to gather information about how well current assessment practices reflect the goals of Geography for Life, and how well they implement the principles of effective assessment design described above.

The study found the content evaluated by current assessments is unevenly distributed across the goals described in Geography for Life. For example, 40% of all items across both large-scale and classroom assessments evaluated knowledge from only three out of the 16 content standards, and far fewer items assessed content from the Environment and Society category compared with any other content area. The study also found that geographic practices are not being widely assessed. Only 30% of large-scale geography assessment items required that students use any geographic practices at all. Analyzing geographic information was assessed in 21% of all large-scale items, but other geographic practices were rarely assessed (Figure 1).

The study found that assessments are largely failing to probe deep understanding. More than half of the large-scale assessment items required only declarative knowledge (e.g., knowing that), often at the level of recognizing a definition. Only 28% assessed students’ procedural knowledge (e.g., knowing how), which includes reading and gathering information from maps, graphs, and texts. And, only 17% of geography items required schematic knowledge (e.g., knowing why), which includes explaining an unfamiliar context by drawing on general geographic principles or models.

Finally, the study revealed widespread problems with item quality. Of the items studied, 60% were judged to have problems that could impede students’ ability to accurately represent what they know and what they can do with their geography knowledge.

The report’s review of current assessment practices reveals that both assessment frameworks and actual assessments do not reflect the balance between assessing what students know and their ability to apply their knowledge that is required to evaluate the development of 21st century geography competencies. Even within knowledge and practices, the review of assessment items reveals a large imbalance, as well.

A 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences

This report introduces a new assessment framework to serve as a blueprint that guides the development of a new generation of geography assessments. Called a 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences (AFGS21), its goal is to support the design of assessments that are aligned with the goals of the national geography standards.

Figure 1. Frequency Distribution of Large-Scale Geography Assessment Items That Target Each Geographic Practice
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framework that would cover all of K–12 geography, with the idea that it will be a template for more specific assessment frameworks for specific contexts, audiences, and purposes. The report also lays out a process for creating specific assessment frameworks from AFGS21 and for using those frameworks to develop assessments.

The two dimensions of AFGS21 are designated as content and cognition. The categories in the content dimension are defined by the content standards in Geography for Life. The categories in the cognitive dimension are divided into knowing and understanding and geographic practices. The geographic practices, in turn, are divided into six categories. A central feature of the framework is a matrix that is used to blend the two dimensions systematically, articulating the specific performance expectations to be assessed. The contents of a cell within the matrix might describe a geographic concept that students would be expected to know or understand, or a cell might refer to the application of a geographic practice using a particular concept.

The report describes a process for developing specific assessment frameworks from AFGS21 that begins with defining the subset of content and cognition to be assessed, and the detailed process continues through the stage of specifying the desired distribution and characteristics of items. The assessments developed through this process and implemented by teachers, program and material developers, and researchers have the potential to be powerful tools for advancing the goals of geography education reform.
Preface

Background

This report is a product of the Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education Project. The Road Map Project has its origins in a directive from Congress in the 2010 budget appropriation for the National Science Foundation (NSF) that instructed the Foundation to “work with external partners with experience in geographic education to improve geography teaching, training, and research in our Nation’s schools” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2009, p. 767).

In the spring of 2010, the National Geographic Society responded to this opportunity with a proposal to work with three other national organizations—the Association of American Geographers, the American Geographical Society, and the National Council for Geographic Education—to create a “road map” for efforts to improve geographic education. Building on three decades of collaboration, the partners argued that it was time to launch an initiative that would have large-scale impact across the United States over the course of the new decade. They proposed to undertake the Road Map Project to construct plans for the initiative. The project’s goal would be to learn from the lessons of earlier educational improvement efforts in geography and other subjects to establish guidelines and set priorities for this new initiative.

Following extensive review, the National Science Foundation awarded a grant to support the Road Map Project in September 2010.

Project Structure

The Road Map Project was organized into four parallel efforts. Three efforts were headed by committees that were tasked with creating reports that review the current status of their area of expertise and establish recommendations for the future. The fourth effort—a study of public understanding and values—developed a survey, administered it, and analyzed its results.

As part of the proposal process, the partner organizations identified chairs and co-chairs for the three committees and a director of the study. Each of the partner organizations served as the administrative host for one of the project’s four efforts and provided professional staff and administrative support for that effort. The four efforts, their hosts, and their chairs, as established by the partners, were:

- **Instructional Materials and Professional Development Committee**
  - Administrative host: National Council for Geographic Education
  - Chair: Emily M. Schell
  - Co-chair: Kathleen J. Roth

- **Assessment Committee**
  - Administrative host: National Geographic Society
  - Chair: Daniel C. Edelson
  - Co-chair: Richard J. Shavelson

- **Geography Education Research Committee**
  - Administrative host: Association of American Geographers
  - Chair: Sarah Witham Bednarz
  - Co-chair: Susan Heffron

- **Study of Public Understanding and Values**
  - Administrative host: American Geographical Society
  - Director: Jerome E. Dobson

Once the project was funded, the project partners established a Steering Committee consisting of one representative of each of the partner organizations, the committee chairs and co-chairs, and the project director.

Report Development Process

Each report was created by a committee convened by the partners. It represents a consensus of the members of the committee. All three of the consensus reports created by the Road Map Project were developed following the same process, described below.

Committee Formation

The committees were recruited from lists of nominees and alternatives recommended by the Steering Committee. The committees were constructed to have representation from all of the following:

- academic experts in geographic education,
- academic geographers,
- academic experts in education in other areas of social studies and science,
- K–12 practitioners (teachers and administrators),
- experts in the specific foci of each committee (assessment, professional development, instructional materials development, educational research), and
- perspectives from outside the United States.

The Steering Committee wrote initial charges to the committees based on the goals of the original project proposal. Specifically, the Instructional Materials and Professional Development Committee was charged with making recommendations about the design of instructional materials and the education...
of teachers. The Assessment Committee was charged with developing a framework for assessing progress toward geographic literacy across the progression from kindergarten through high school. The Geography Education Research Committee was charged with developing an agenda for educational research that would lay out questions about learning, teaching, and educational change that must be answered to maintain the effectiveness of geographic education into the future.

The chairs and co-chairs of the three committees, together with the project director and the committee research directors, formed a leadership team with the purpose of ensuring coordination and collaboration across their committees. The members of the leadership team maintained close communication with each other, but each committee was empowered to make its own decisions and to exercise independent editorial judgment over its own product. Each committee received substantial input and feedback from a variety of sources. However, they were not required to obtain approval for their products from their host organization, any of the other partner organizations, the National Science Foundation, or any other outside individual or organization. As a result, their reports reflect the opinions and judgment of their authors.

**Research and Draft Phase**

Each of the committees met for a kick-off meeting in Washington, DC, in January 2011. As part of the kick-off meeting, each committee reviewed and refined its charge. Once the committees were convened, they were given final editorial authority over their reports; all input from other sources was treated as advisory. The committees were each staffed by a research director with a doctorate in a related field and provided with a budget to seek input from outside experts. Each committee met face-to-face several times over the course of the research and writing process, in addition to conducting regular conversations via conference call. Information sharing among committees was facilitated through regular conversations among research directors and chairs/co-chairs.

All three committees collaborated on the organization of a workshop on geographic thinking in June 2011. The intent of this workshop, held in Washington, DC, was to bring together individuals who have insights into “expert” geographic thinking to address a series of questions related to the committees’ interests in describing geographic literacy. Prior to the workshop, through a series of conference calls and online discussions, the committees identified a set of core questions they sought to have addressed at the workshop. Questions addressed at the workshop included:

- “How do geographers reason about space?”
- “How do people develop spatial reasoning?”
- “How do professionals in geographic fields apply geography?”
- “How do geographers frame questions and problems differently compared with other fields?”
- “How do you train geographers?” and
- “What can we learn from how other disciplines have characterized skills, practices, and ways of thinking?”

The presenters at this workshop are listed on page 16.

Following the workshop, as part of their work on the reports, all three committees conducted additional research activities specific to their charge. Each of the three committees held face-to-face meetings in September 2011, January 2012, and April/May 2012 to work on draft-related tasks, resolve open issues, and plan work going forward.

**Review and Comment Phase**

Cross-committee review. First drafts of proposals were distributed to the other committees for review in January 2012. Each committee identified two to five representatives to review the other committees’ reports. The intent of this review was to identify any cross-committee issues that needed to be addressed, and to give each committee input and feedback they might incorporate prior to public review. Each of the committees then met in person or via conference call to discuss the feedback and determine how to incorporate it into their next draft.

Public review. Revised drafts of the reports were made available for public comment in March 2012. The release of the draft reports was announced on the project website, and announcements about the public review were distributed to members of the Association of American Geographers, the American Geographical Society, the National Council for Geographic Education, and the National Geographic Alliance Network. All of the presenters at the June 2011 Geographic Thinking Workshop, as well as others who had contributed to the work of the different committees, were invited to comment as well.
Review Board. In an effort to ensure that the committees would obtain feedback from important constituencies for the reports, the leadership team reached out to organizations in related fields to help construct a formal Review Board for the reports. Eleven organizations were contacted and asked to nominate members or representatives of their organizations to review each of the reports. Of these, eight organizations nominated individuals. From this group, 15 individuals provided reviews of one or more reports each. The nominating organizations and the members of the Review Board are listed on page 15.

Final Preparation

Following the completion of the public and Review Board reviews, the committees carefully reviewed all of the comments received. The committee chairs, co-chairs, and directors met in Washington, DC, in April 2012, to discuss the themes that arose from the feedback and construct plans for how to address them. Each of the committees then met in late April/early May to discuss the feedback in greater detail, work on their responses, and finalize plans for completing the final drafts of the reports.

Final drafts of the reports were submitted for editing and layout in August 2012.

Dissemination

Following the publication of the reports, the four partner organizations will engage in a dissemination effort in order to bring the reports to the attention of their target audiences and to educate policy makers, funders, and front-line educators about the reports’ findings and recommendations. They are being assisted in this effort by an Advisory Board. The members of the Advisory Board have reviewed and endorsed the reports and are committed to helping the partners achieve their dissemination goals. The Advisory Board members are listed on page 5.

Scope and Terminology

In a subject-specific educational project such as this, it is important to be explicit about the scope of the project. This is particularly important for geographic education, because there is so much confusion about the nature of geography and its relationship to the K–12 curriculum.

For this project, the partners chose to use the national standards document Geography for Life: National Geography Standards, Second Edition, as the scoping document (Heffron & Downs, 2012). Geography for Life lays out a scope for geographic education that cuts across the traditional boundaries of social studies and science in American schools, reflecting the fact that geography is concerned with both the physical world and the social world.

While the scope of geographic education as defined by Geography for Life is consistent with the way academic geographers define the field of geography, it is inconsistent with the way the term geography is used in most American schools and with the understanding of the term by many members of the general public. In most American schools and in the minds of the general public, the term geography refers to a set of basic map-reading skills; a collection of facts about place names and locations; and a body of information about people, places, and cultures around the world. Further, in American schools geography is a part of the social studies curriculum and is not recognized as including the substantial components of physical, life, and earth sciences included in Geography for Life.

For readers who are unfamiliar with the contents of Geography for Life, we encourage them to familiarize themselves with it prior to reading this report. We also recommend that all readers bear in mind that when the term geography appears in this report, it refers to the full range of knowledge, skills, and perspectives described in Geography for Life, not only those that are taught under the label of “geography” in schools today. In particular, the range includes elements of the social sciences, which typically are taught as part of the social studies curriculum in American schools, and elements of the physical, life, and earth sciences, which typically are taught as part of the science curriculum.
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The State of Geography Education in the United States

This report is one of three synthesis reports on geography education from the Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education Project. The Road Map Project has been a collaborative effort of four national organizations: the American Geographical Society (AGS), the Association of American Geographers (AAG), the National Council for Geographic Education (NCGE), and the National Geographic Society (NGS). These organizations share a concern that the dismal state of K–12 geography education across the United States is a threat to our country's well-being, and by extension, the well-being of the global community. The project partners share the belief that geography education is essential for preparing the general population for careers, civic lives, and personal decision making in contemporary society. It also is essential for the preparation of specialists capable of addressing critical societal issues in the areas of social welfare, economic stability, environmental health, and international relations. The Road Map Project partners fear that by neglecting geography education today, we are placing the welfare of future generations at risk.

While inspiring examples of highly effective geography education can be found in every part of the United States, the amount of geography instruction that the overwhelming majority of students receive, the preparation of their teachers to teach geography, and the quality of their instructional materials are inadequate to prepare students for the demands of the modern world.

Assessments of geographic concepts and skills confirm the failure of our educational system in geography, indicating that the overwhelming majority of American students are geographically illiterate. The 2010 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), known as “The Nation's Report Card,” (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011) found that fewer than 30% of American students were proficient in geography; more than 70% of students at fourth, eighth, and 12th grades were unable to perform at the level that is expected for their grade (NCES, 2011, Figure 1). At 12th grade, more than 30% of students scored below “basic,” indicating that they had not mastered even foundational geographic concepts or skills.

From the NAEP results and other data, we conclude that an overwhelming majority of high school graduates are not prepared to do the ordinary geographic reasoning that is required of everyone in our society in the course of caring for themselves and for their families, making consequential decisions in the workplace, and participating in the democratic process. Furthermore, we conclude that more than 30% of high school students...
are so far behind that it is unlikely they will ever reach proficiency. To compare with textual literacy, this level of geographic illiteracy is analogous to having 70% of high school graduates unable to read a newspaper editorial and identify the assumptions, evidence, and causal connections in its argument.

The Importance of Geography Education

K–12 geography education is critical preparation for civic life and careers in the 21st century. It also is essential for postsecondary study in a wide range of fields, from marketing and environmental science, to international affairs and civil engineering.

Everyone in modern society faces personal decisions that require geographic reasoning. These decisions, such as where to live and how to travel from place to place, can have an enormous impact on one’s life. We also must make decisions that have far-reaching consequences, such as which products to buy and how to dispose of them. While these decisions may seem insignificant, when they are multiplied by the number of people making them each day, they have enormous cultural, economic, and environmental repercussions for other people and places. Finally, in our democratic society, we all participate in societal decision making about public health, social welfare, environmental protection, and international affairs. In this era of such global challenges as ethnic and religious conflict, growing populations in poverty, increasing competition for limited natural resources, and degradation of the environment, it is essential that all members of society be prepared to make these decisions. Geography education helps prepare people for these tasks.

In addition, we need to provide young people with the opportunity to develop the understanding and interest to pursue the geography-dependent careers that are critical to our national interests. The Geoliteracy Coalition, a consortium of businesses including Google, CH2M HILL, Esri, and the U.S. Geospatial Intelligence Foundation, had the following to say about the importance of geography education for our nation (National Geographic, 2011):

[America’s] inattention to [geography education] stands in contrast to the demand for geographically literate individuals in the workforce. There is substantial demand in both the public and private sectors for people who have the ability to interpret and analyze geographic information. The number of jobs for such analysts is growing rapidly, while the supply of Americans who can fill them is not. By not preparing young people for careers that depend on geographic reasoning, we are leaving ourselves vulnerable.

In our global economy, the understanding and analytical skills developed through geography education are essential to make well-reasoned decisions about where to conduct business, how to conduct business in particular locations, and how to transport materials and goods from one location to another. Critical business choices such as where to build facilities, how to design a supply chain, and how to market to different cultures all require geographic reasoning.

These skills are equally important for emergency preparedness, defense, intelligence, and diplomacy. In our government and military, we need individuals who understand the dynamics of specific locations well enough to prepare for and respond to emergencies. We need analysts who are able to track people and events around the world and put appropriate responses forward for decision-makers. We need people who are able to operate on the ground in every kind of foreign context and can read the cultural and physical landscape appropriately.

This Road Map Project is taking place against a backdrop in which many members of the global community are renewing their commitment to geography education. In Australia, a national curriculum is being introduced for the first time. In England, geography is a component of the recently introduced English Baccalaureate. In most of the world, geography holds a higher place in the K–12 curriculum than it does in the United States. In most countries, geography is required every year through age 16, in addition to history or other social studies subjects. In fact, the United States is almost unique in its treatment of geography as part of a single curriculum with history, government, and economics.

The Road Map Project partners believe that we, as a society, have a responsibility to prepare all young people for their personal needs and civic responsibilities, and we have a further responsibility to prepare sufficient numbers of young people for geography-dependent careers. We are not currently living up to those responsibilities, and we fear the consequences that our society will suffer if we continue to neglect geography education.

The Need for a “Road Map” for Geography Education

Over the past several decades, a small but dedicated community of geographers and educators has harbored concerns about the state of geography education and
has worked diligently to improve geography education. Their greatest success has been in establishing a firmer place for geography in K–12 education. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 2001 (January 8, 2002) recognized geography as a core academic subject, and all 50 states now have K–12 standards for geography. Geography has been included in the National Assessment of Educational Progress since 1994, and the College Board established an Advanced Placement exam for Human Geography in 2001.

However, these successes in improving the place of geography in the educational system have not been followed up with the levels of effort or resources necessary to bring about widespread improvement in the quality of instruction. As a result, educators and students who have had the good fortune of being impacted directly by the efforts of the geography education reform community have benefited enormously, but they represent a small minority. As measured by NAEP, there has been no broad improvement in students’ learning of geography during the 17-year period of testing.

The project partners launched the Road Map Project with the goal of increasing the scale and accelerating the pace of efforts to improve geography education to meet our responsibility to prepare young people for the world they will inherit. The partners have two goals for this work:

- first and foremost, to make future efforts to improve geography education more strategic, focused, and coherent, so they can have greater and more enduring impact; and
- second, to provide a rationale for establishing requirements for geography education and allocating resources to improve geography education that accurately reflect its importance for our society.

This work targets the three audiences that are in the best position to effect improvement in our system of public education:

1. **Front-line professionals**: educators, teacher educators, developers, and researchers who directly influence instruction, assessment, and research;

2. **Policy makers**: individuals at national, state, and local levels who establish the goals and processes for public education; and

3. **Funders**: decision-makers in government and private organizations who provide the funding to support public education.

In planning the project, the partners identified five critical issues for improving geography education:

1. preparation and professional development of teachers,
2. instructional materials to support classroom instruction,
3. assessment of learning outcomes and instructional effectiveness,
4. research on teaching and learning, and
5. cultivation and maintenance of public support.

The partners divided these issues among four efforts, deciding to address the first four issues through synthesis reports to be developed by three committees of experts identified by the project partners:

- **Instructional Materials and Professional Development Committee** considered the current state of the instructional materials for teaching geography and the preservice and inservice education that teachers who are responsible for geography education receive. Based on this analysis and a review of the literature on the design of instructional material and the design of teacher professional development, the Committee formulated recommendations and guidelines for both instructional materials and professional development that will lead to improvements in instruction and in learning outcomes.

- The **Assessment Committee** studied the current state of assessment in geography and reviewed its history. Based on their analysis of existing assessment practices and a review of the literature on assessment as a support for improving educational outcomes, the Committee formulated guidelines for developing assessment instruments and for conducting assessment that will lead to improvements in instruction and outcomes.

- The **Geography Education Research Committee** reviewed the existing education and cognitive science research literature to identify gaps in our ability to answer significant questions about geography education based on research. Drawing on this analysis, the Committee formulated recommendations for research questions and approaches that will build a knowledge base to guide improvement efforts for geography education in the future.

For the final issue—developing and maintaining public support for geography education—the partners did not believe the existing knowledge base on public beliefs and attitudes about geography education would sup-
port the development of a synthesis report at this time. Instead, the partners initiated a pilot study of public beliefs and attitudes under the direction of the American Geographical Society.

**Establishing a Destination: Goals for K–12 Geography Education**

The value of a road map is that it enables you to select a route to your destination. Therefore, the first step in developing our Road Map for geography education was establishing a common destination. In education, destinations are expressed in terms of learning outcomes, so in the case of geography education, we will be able to say that we have reached our destination when our schools make it possible for all students to achieve the learning goals for geography that we have set for them.

Because the national geography standards were developed through an earlier collaboration of the project partners, they represent a logical choice of “destination.” However, the members of the Road Map Project committees thought we should use this opportunity to consider alternatives as well. Therefore, as a collaborative effort across all three committees, we conducted an investigation into what it means to “do geography” in the 21st century and what that implies for the goals of K–12 geography education. The remainder of this chapter describes that process and its outcomes.

Establishing goals for geography education is no small challenge because geography is a broad field and it is constantly evolving. Fortunately, geographers and others have wrestled with this challenge for generations, and we were able to benefit from that work. Our investigation was guided by three criteria that we believe the goals for K–12 geography education should meet. Specifically, goals for geography education should:

1. reflect the essence of geography as defined by geographers;
2. convey the qualities of geography that capture its distinctive benefits as a subject of study; and
3. focus on the portions of geography that have the greatest value for students and society.

We approached the challenge of defining the goals for geography education from two perspectives—those of geographers and educators. To explore the perspective of geographers, we surveyed the existing literature on the nature of geography, and we convened current thinkers and practitioners for a workshop on “geographic thinking.” At this workshop, we invited a wide variety of academic and practicing geographers, cognitive scientists, and individuals with other relevant perspectives to present on what it means “to think like a geographer” or “to do geography.” To explore the perspective of geography educators, we examined the history of efforts to conceptualize geography education during the past half century. We summarize the findings of these investigations below.

**Geographers on Geography**

We started our investigation with a review of the ways that geographers have defined geography in recent decades. While there is great diversity of opinion among geographers about where the boundaries of geography lie, there is considerable consensus about its core. Geographers engage in a range of activities related to space, place, and the dynamic interactions of agents within and across spaces and places (Baerwald, 2010; National Research Council, 1997). As described in a recent National Research Council report (NRC, 2010), geography involves:

- documenting, analyzing, and explaining: 1) the location, organization, and character of physical and human phenomena on the surface of Earth; and 2) the interplay of arrangements and processes, near and far, human and environmental, that shape the evolving character of places, regions, and ecosystems (p. 10).

This report characterizes geography as being forward-thinking and essential to society for key issues including sustainability, economic stability, national security, and response to environmental change.

A consensus also has evolved in recent decades about the key themes of geography. Pattison (1964) identified geography’s core as consisting of four “traditions,” the spatial tradition, the area studies tradition, the human-land tradition, and earth science tradition. Taaffe (1974) identified three key organizers for geography: spatial organization, area studies, and human-land relationships. Contemporary geographers agree that the discipline focuses on a similar set of core ideas: spatiality, human-environment interaction, interconnections between places, and place-based and regional analysis (Abler, 1987; Baerwald, 2010).

Because geographers work on many of the same questions and problems as specialists in other fields, they have faced the challenge of differentiating geography from those fields. Susan Hanson confronted this challenge in a presidential address to the Association of American Geographers. In this presentation, Hanson
(2004) described the unique aspects of geography as “the geographic advantage,” and she enumerated four aspects of this advantage:

1. Geography considers the relationships between humans and environments. Because of the traditional separation of social and physical sciences, other disciplines tend to focus on one or the other.

2. Geography recognizes the importance of spatial variability. Geography offers unique methodologies for investigating the way phenomena vary with location and explaining the place-dependency of processes.

3. Geography considers the multiple and interlocking geographic scales at which processes operate. Geography also offers unique techniques for studying phenomena and how they play out over multiple spatial scales.

4. Geography integrates spatial and temporal analysis. With its focus on spatial variability, geography offers unique techniques for integrating the analysis of variation over time with analysis of variation over space. Many other disciplines have focused on analysis of temporal variability without attention to the spatial dimension.

**Evolving Conceptions of the Goals of Geography Education**

In addition to looking at how geographers have characterized geography in recent decades, we also looked at the goals that geographers and educators have articulated for geography education over that same period. During the past 50 years, four efforts to conceptualize the goals of geography education have had nationwide influence. In our investigations, we looked both at the ways they characterized the goals of geography education and at the influence they had. We summarize what we learned in the paragraphs that follow. Across these efforts, we observed two important trends: (1) an increase over time in their richness and clarity, and (2) an ongoing struggle to present a balance between what it means to “understand” geography and what it means to “do” geography.

**The High School Geography Project (1963 to 1971).** Today’s efforts to improve geography education have their roots in the wave of educational reform initiatives that followed the Soviet Union’s launch of the Sputnik satellite in 1957. One of these initiatives targeted geography education, and it set a tone that has influenced all subsequent geography education reform efforts. The NSF-funded High School Geography Project (HSGP) was an instructional materials development initiative with the goal of transforming high school geography (Association of American Geographers, 1966). In a reflection on the project, the project director said, “With little hesitation, teachers [who were consulted in the design of the HSGP] voiced the same litany of problems…dull textbooks, inadequately trained teachers, simple factual content…training in history not geography, lack of emphasis on geography in schools of education…” (Helburn, 1998, p. 212). HSGP attempted to address many of these concerns by creating instructional materials that engaged students and teachers in asking and answering geographic questions using data and simulations, and by building professional development opportunities around the curricula. Essentially, HSGP was an attempt to reconceptualize geography education as the integration of geography inquiry and geographic understanding.

In practice, the long-term impact of HSGP turned out to be more a result of its ideas than its implementation. The unconventional HSGP units entered a challenging implementation environment in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The objective was to create a dynamic, participatory learning environment in which students observed that geography is a conceptually rich and useful subject for daily life in their communities and the larger world. Although the units were favorably reviewed and supported with teacher training, they differed significantly from existing materials and teaching practices. Further, the learning outcomes that the inquiry-based units targeted could not be assessed using conventional testing. Consequently, the HSGP was not widely adopted in American high schools. However, the project did engage a community of academic geographers in K–12 education for the first time in more than a decade, and it introduced a concept of the goals and methods of geography education to a new generation of educators. These two impacts helped to lay the groundwork for the next wave of reform efforts in the early 1980s.

**The Guidelines for Geographic Education (1984).** The next influential effort to reconceptualize geography education began in the early 1980s following the publication of *A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform* (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983), which, like the launch of Sputnik, triggered a wave of educational reform efforts across the curriculum. In 1984, a joint committee of the Association of American Geographers and the National Council for Geographic Education published the *Guidelines for Geographic Education*, which was designed to provide a clear, comprehensive set of national goals for K–12 geography education (Joint Committee on Geographic Education, 1984). The *Guidelines* established a concise framework for geography teaching that would be widely
adopted in schools, in teacher preparation programs, and among publishers of geography texts and curriculum materials. The Guidelines described geography as consisting of three basic elements:

1. a geographic perspective (spatial and ecological ways of viewing the world);
2. fundamental themes (Location, Place, Human Environment Interaction, Movement, and Region); and
3. core skills (asking geographic questions, acquiring geographic information, presenting geographic information, analyzing geographic information, and developing and testing geographic generalizations).

With these three elements, the Guidelines continued the effort begun with the HSGP to present a vision of geography that integrates knowing with being able to do.

Following the publication of the Guidelines, the Association of American Geographers, the American Geographical Society, the National Council for Geographic Education, and the National Geographic Society joined together to create the Geography Education National Implementation Project (GENIP), which aimed to translate the Guidelines into practice. During the ensuing five years, GENIP produced two additional documents to help educators to implement the Guidelines:

- K–6 Geography: Themes, Key Ideas and Learning Opportunities (Geography Education National Implementation Project, 1987), and
- Geography in Grades 7–12: Themes, Key Ideas and Learning Opportunities (Geography Education National Implementation Project, 1989).

These seminal publications extended the teaching examples in the Guidelines, and they were widely distributed, increasing the influence of the Guidelines.

The impact of the Guidelines was impressive. The publication was remarkably successful in achieving widespread awareness of the five fundamental themes. Educators and curriculum developers found the five themes to be memorable, relatively easy to understand, and easy to apply in teaching geography. Thus, the themes were widely integrated into school curriculum guidelines, preservice and inservice professional development, and instructional materials produced by publishers, school districts, and professional organizations through the concerted efforts of the nascent Geography Alliance network sponsored by the National Geographic Society. To this day, the five themes continue to influence geography education in many school settings and teacher preparation programs.

Unlike the content themes, however, the geographic perspectives and skills in the Guidelines received scant attention. They were largely overlooked in subsequent materials development and professional development efforts. While the five themes were consistent with the general focus on knowledge of the educational reform efforts of the 1980s, the perspectives and skills in the Guidelines were not. Like the inquiry-based elements of the HSGP, integrating these perspectives and skills into educational practices would have required a larger change than most educators were comfortable making, particularly because the reform efforts of the 1970s were widely criticized at that time for an excessive focus on “process” at the expense of “content.”

The Guidelines, which had a much broader impact than the HSGP, led to a broad-based reconceptualization of the content of geography in mainstream education. However, its influence was largely limited to the conception of content in terms of the five themes it presented. The Guidelines’ depiction of geography as an integration of content, perspectives, and skills was largely overlooked.

Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (1994). The next major effort to articulate the goals of geography education began in response to federal legislation enacted in 1989. The Goals 2000: Educate America Act (1994) was passed in response to a renewed concern about the state of education in the United States. As a result of concerted efforts by the geography education community, geography was included as one of the five core subjects in the America 2000 reform plan. This recognition resulted in funding to create a national standards document for geography. (It was in this era that the term “standards” was introduced into the educational policy lexicon.)

With funding from the U.S. Department of Education, the National Endowment for Humanities, and the National Geographic Society, the four GENIP partners launched a standards-writing project. Over two years with extensive feedback and advice from a broad range of reviewers, advisory groups, and testimony at numerous public hearings, a diverse group of scholars and teachers created the first set of national standards for geography. In 1994, the product of this effort was published: Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (Geography Education Standards Project, 1994).
In contrast to the 26-page *Guidelines*, the 1994 edition of *Geography for Life* was 272 pages long. *Geography for Life* incorporated everything in the *Guidelines* in some form. For example, *Geography for Life* retained the *Guidelines*’ three-part structure of perspectives, skills, and content. However, much was modified and added:

- The two geographic perspectives highlighted in the *Guidelines* were maintained in *Geography for Life*: spatial and ecological. They also were described in significantly greater detail than they had been in the *Guidelines*.
- The skills identified in *Geography for Life* are an elaboration of the skills described in the *Guidelines for Geographic Education*. They are: asking geographic questions, acquiring geographic information, organizing geographic information, analyzing geographic information, and answering geographic questions.
- Instead of the five themes discussed in the *Guidelines*, *Geography for Life* organized content around six essential elements (The World in Spatial Terms, Places and Regions, Physical Systems, Human Systems, Environment and Society, and The Uses of Geography). These essential elements were, in turn, made up of 18 content standards.

While *Geography for Life* took a large step toward presenting a picture of geography as integrating knowing and doing through its elaborate description of perspectives and skills, the authors were restricted by the constraints imposed on national standards documents at the time. Specifically, they were permitted only to use the term “standard” to label content objectives. For that reason, neither perspectives nor skills were described as standards in *Geography for Life*. However, the authors incorporated the application of geographic understanding into these content standards in two ways. First, two of the essential elements—*The World in Spatial Terms* and *The Uses of Geography*—describe the application of knowledge and understanding as content. For example, *The World in Spatial Terms* includes using maps and other geographic representations and technologies to report information from a spatial perspective; using mental maps to organize information about people, places, and environments in a spatial context; and analyzing the spatial organization of people, places, and environments on Earth’s surface. *The Uses of Geography* element describes the application of geography to interpret the past and ways to apply geography to interpret the present and plan for the future. Second, for each content standard, the authors described what students should be able to do with that standard’s content knowledge, implicitly reinforcing the importance of applying geographic knowledge.

Finally, *Geography for Life* helped to provide a well-rounded picture of modern geography by providing discussions of the nature of geographic inquiry and discussing why the study of geography is important. *Geography for Life* offered existential, ethical, intellectual, and practical reasons why individuals should learn geography, and the publication described how society benefits from having geographically informed citizens.

Like the *Guidelines for Geographic Education* a decade earlier, *Geography for Life* had a broad national impact on mainstream education. However *Geography for Life*’s impact on classroom practice was largely indirect. Its direct impact was on educational policy. The publication’s six essential elements were not as widely taken up by educators and curriculum developers as were the five themes. Even today, many textbooks and professional development programs still use the five themes as a central organizing scheme. On the other hand, *Geography for Life* has had an impact on educational policy that exceeds any other geography education document in the past 50 years. The release of *Geography for Life* provided impetus for all 50 states and the District of Columbia to establish state standards for geography, and it provided a model for them to follow. *Geography for Life*’s content and structure were studied by the standards writers in every state, and its influence can be seen in nearly all of them.

As in previous documents, the balance between perspectives, skills, and knowledge that the authors of *Geography for Life* presented was not as influential as desired. Despite their prominence in *Geography for Life*, perspectives and skills are not nearly as well-represented in state standards as the content standards presented in the publication. *Geography for Life*: National Geography Standards, Second Edition (2012). In 2007, the members of GENIP decided it was necessary to revise the national geography standards to reflect changes in the discipline of geography and in the world. The second edition of *Geography for Life*: National Geography Standards (Heffron & Downs, 2012) maintained the spatial and ecological perspectives and the 18 content standards of geography, and it extended and elaborated on the geographic skills section. Reflecting an important change in the world since 1994, it incorporate geospatial technologies for problem-solving into many of the standards. The writing team also completely revised the concepts and performance expectations throughout the
content standards based, in part, on new research in the learning and cognitive sciences. The new descriptions use consistent language for cognitive activities drawn from research in the learning sciences, and they reflect new understanding of developmental learning across the K–12 continuum.

The new edition continues to advance the notion that geography education should be framed around core ideas, many of which are applicable to people’s daily lives, as well as personal and community decision making and problem solving. This edition makes the case that being an informed citizen requires knowing the content of geography and being able to use geographic reasoning and skills.

Choosing a Destination: Geography for Life

After careful review and consideration, all three committees agreed that the second edition of Geography for Life should serve as the “destination” for the Road Map Project, because it meets all three of the criteria we had established for the goals of geography education:

- **Reflect the essence of geography as defined by geographers**: In its presentation of the content standards, Geography for Life reflects the central elements that geographers have identified with geography.

- **Convey the qualities of geography that capture its distinctive benefits as a subject of study**: In its depiction of the perspectives and skills and its process-oriented content standards, Geography for Life captures the four components of the geographic advantage.

- **Focus on the portions of geography that have the greatest value for students and society**: In its focus on the scientific aspects of geography with practical applications, Geography for Life focuses on the portion of geography that the committees believe is most valuable for students to learn. While Geography for Life does not capture the full diversity or richness encompassed by modern geography, the committees think it captures the subset that will be most valuable for students’ personal, professional, and civic lives.

Describing the Destination: Effectiveness and Balance

Across the history of efforts to reconceptualize geography education summarized above, there has been an ongoing struggle to promote the multi-faceted nature of geography as perspectives, skills, and content, which is contrary to a tendency in the educational system to focus more narrowly on content. The multi-faceted view of geography presented by the second edition of Geography for Life contrasts with the stereotypical view of geography as being about facts, in particular, the locations and names of places. While this stereotype could not be more inaccurate as a description of the field of geography, it is distressingly accurate as a description of the geography education that American students experience.

If it is successful, the Road Map Project will change this reality over the next decade by increasing the reach and effectiveness of efforts to improve geography education. Each of the committee goals is designed to address a critical implementation issue: the preparation of teachers, the nature of instructional materials, the design and structure of assessments, and the research base to inform educational decision making. However, the success of all of these efforts hinges on the ability of individuals to communicate about the true nature of geography, including the geographic advantage, to key stakeholders. For that reason, we extended our consideration of the goals of geography education beyond what they should be to how they should be expressed. In doing so, we identified two important issues to address: (1) the need to present a view of the different aspects of geography that is balanced and integrated; and (2) the need to clarify what it means to “do geography.”

A Balanced and Integrated View of Geography

The stereotypical view of geography as fact-based and descriptive has proven persistent, no doubt because the stereotype corresponds to the experience of most American students and teachers for generations. In practice, this “understanding gap” functions as a source of resistance to any efforts to change geography education. Making a significant change to geography education will require a change in the understanding of geography by all stakeholders. Introducing new concepts of subject matter has proven to be a difficult challenge in the American educational system, but this is an occasion where the geography education community has the opportunity to learn from the experiences of other disciplines. For example, the backlashes that have confronted both math and science education reform

---

2 We characterize the geography presented by the second edition of Geography for Life as scientific because it employs methods of inquiry and standards of evidence that are associated with contemporary scientific practice. This subset of geography is sometimes referred to as the geographical sciences. By referring to this geography as scientific, we are describing its methods, not its content. Geography for Life reflects the consensus view of geographers that geography is concerned with both the social and physical worlds, and that it has a particular concern for the interactions between those worlds.
efforts teach us how important it is to present reform as a process of integrating traditional and new approaches, rather than as a replacement of traditional with new.

For that reason, it is essential that we present a balanced view of geography that recognizes the importance of learning the place names, locations, and terminology that have characterized geography education historically, along with understanding powerful geographic concepts, and being able to reason geographically. We must be careful not to present the new conception as being a rejection or abandonment of what has been valued traditionally, but rather as an enhancement that establishes a better balance. This lesson applies not only to stakeholders that have been untouched by earlier reform efforts, but also to those who have invested in those reforms. For example, educators who have embraced the richer conception of content presented by Geography for Life and its precursors should see a focus on geographic reasoning as an enhancement to their efforts, rather than as a replacement of them.

To help stakeholders understand the value of this multi-faceted geography (and to motivate them to support it), it is essential that we communicate the limitations of the traditional focus of geography education on its own and the value of the additional components for learners. It is essential that we do so in terms that are meaningful to stakeholders (e.g., “college and career readiness” is the discourse of educational policy as this report is being prepared, as well as preparation for personal and civic life).

For pedagogical purposes, it is also important that we communicate the importance of integrating the different facets of geography in education, rather than teaching them separately. Educational research teaches us that it is ineffective to separate learning of facts, concepts, and reasoning because they need to be used together in practice. However, a traditional view, and one that would feel more comfortable to many stakeholders, would be that factual understanding should be taught first, followed by conceptual understanding, and then reasoning skills.

Therefore, it is essential that we present a view of geography education that integrates learning of facts, concepts, skills, and reasoning at all levels from K to 12.

Geographic Practices

In reviewing the history of geography education reform, we see that the aspect of geography that has been taken up the least in schools is the application of geography understanding to answer questions or to solve problems. Where the articulation of the five themes in the Guidelines led to a broader understanding of geography content among the educators who were reached by it, historically there has been no comparable broadening in the understanding of the practices of geography.

As a result, all three committees have paid special attention in their work to the question of how to ensure that “thinking geographically” and “doing geography” become integrated into classroom practices in the next generation of geography education reform. Over the course of our work, we identified terminology as an issue. Geography for Life uses the term skills to describe the activities that constitute the doing of geography. However, concerns were raised by how well the term skills describe the complex, goal-directed behaviors that constitute geographic practice. In the course of our research, we found an alternative in the science and mathematics education literature—the word practice has been adopted in recent years as a term for these kinds of activities we were trying to capture. In that literature, the term practice is used to describe the behaviors that comprise scientific inquiry and problem-solving. A scientific practice is a goal-directed set of actions that contribute to a scientific inquiry or problem-solving process. Some of the scientific practices identified in the National Research Council’s recent Framework for K–12 Science Education are asking questions, defining problems, developing and using models, constructing explanations, and engaging in argument from evidence (NRC, 2012, p. 49). Practices are shared across disciplines, but they typically are conducted in different ways across different disciplines (NRC, 2011). In this respect, discipline-specific practices encode the perspectives of the discipline.

Working from the skills described in Geography for Life, we identified six categories of geographic practice. Each of these categories represents an aspect of geographic inquiry or problem-solving, and encompasses specific practices that, either independently or in combination, can achieve a reasoning goal (Table 1). More detailed descriptions of the practices, along with examples representing how they are used by practicing geographers, ordinary people, and classroom instructors, can be found throughout the three Road Map Project committee reports.

Because it suited their goals better, the Geography Education Research Committee condensed these six categories into a smaller set. The Committee combined acquiring, organizing, and analyzing geographic information into a single category, and also combined...
answering questions and designing solutions with communicating geographic information. Thus, the Committee’s three categories are:

1. Formulating geographic questions;
2. Acquiring, organizing, and analyzing geographic information; and
3. Explaining and communicating geographic patterns and processes.

**Mapping a Bright Future**

In this chapter, we have presented an overview of the rationale and goals for the Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education Project. The project is motivated by a concern for the current state of geography education and the slow progress partners and others have made in improving it. By identifying promising strategies in key areas, we aim to mobilize and focus resources in ways that will increase the magnitude and pace of improvement. The remaining chapters in this report provide an analysis of key issues for geography education, and offer recommendations for how to focus improvement efforts during the coming decade. In doing so, this report joins the other Road Map Project reports in laying out a path toward the destination described in *Geography for Life*—an integrated geography education that balances learning of knowledge, understanding, and practices.

**Table 1: Geographic Practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Posing geographic questions</strong></td>
<td>a. Identify problems or questions that can be addressed using geographic principles, models, and data; express problems and questions in geographic terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquiring geographic information</strong></td>
<td>a. Identify geographic data that can help to answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Collect data (including observations and measurements) about geographic phenomena, and/or gather existing data to help answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizing geographic information</strong></td>
<td>a. Organize data and create representations of data to help solve a problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analyzing geographic information</strong></td>
<td>a. Identify data analysis strategies that can be used to help solve a problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Find and describe spatial and temporal patterns in data, or find data that matches a pattern, to help solve a problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Construct an explanation or prediction for phenomena by comparing data to a model or theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answering questions and designing solutions</strong></td>
<td>a. Construct an answer to a question or a solution to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Evaluate one or more answers to a question or solutions to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicating geographic information</strong></td>
<td>a. Inform or persuade an audience using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*While the categories and practices are listed sequentially in the table following a widely used model of inquiry and problem-solving, we make no assumption that they will or should be conducted in that order in practice.*
A Road Map for Geography Assessments

This particular report focuses on assessment and how assessment can be used as a mechanism for improving geography education. The Leadership Team of the Road Map for 21st Century Geography Education Project identified assessment as a topic for a consensus report because of the central role that assessment plays in all aspects of education reform, and because of the need for a critical review of how assessments are being used to monitor and improve geography education. In this report, we examine the roles that assessments can play in advancing the goals of geography education and how existing frameworks and assessments are currently serving those roles. We present a framework for geography assessment that will contribute to the larger efforts to improve geography education over the next decade.

We begin our discussion in Chapter 2 with a description of the various roles that assessment can play in the improvement of education. In order for assessments to have the beneficial impact on educational practices and outcomes, they must be thoughtfully designed, implemented, scored, and interpreted. Chapter 2 describes some of the essential considerations for designing effective assessments, and how assessment frameworks can support the development of high-quality assessments that advance the goals of education reform.

In Chapter 3, we consider the current state of assessment in K–12 geography education. We begin with a discussion and comparison of existing frameworks for large-scale assessments in geography and closely related fields. We then report on a study we conducted of existing geography assessment items designed for classroom and for large-scale assessments. We analyze how well current assessment practices meet the goals outlined in the standards and frameworks, and how well they satisfy the criteria for effective assessments. Based on this analysis, we argue that there are weaknesses in current assessment practices that need to be addressed as part of any effort to improve geographic education, and that there is a clear opportunity for assessment to more effectively support improvement of geographic education.

In Chapter 4, we respond to the issues raised in the preceding chapters with a proposal for a new approach to assessment in geographic education. We present this approach in the form of a new framework for the design of assessments that we call the 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences (AFGS21), and we describe how this framework builds upon the existing frameworks to move toward the goals for geography education outlined in Chapter 1. We also describe how this general framework can be used as a blueprint for specific assessment frameworks targeted at specific learning objectives and learner populations.

In Chapter 5 we describe how AFGS21 is designed to be used by showing an example of a specific assessment framework. We describe the process of creating this framework from AFGS21 for an end of unit exam for a high school course. Chapter 3 also provides a detailed description of the steps taken to create this framework, and how to use the framework to develop assessments that meet the criteria for effective assessments laid out in Chapter 2.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents recommendations for specific steps toward the implementation of the new approach to assessment. This approach, combined with the recommendations in the other two Road Map Project reports, will lead to meaningful improvements in the effectiveness of geographic education over the next decade.

In Appendix A, readers can find additional details about the study of existing assessments described in Chapter 3. Appendix B has the full assessment framework described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2: Improving Teaching and Learning Through Assessment

Assessments have always played an important role in education because of the information they can provide for decision making. Teachers use information from assessments to adjust their instruction. Schools and school systems use information from assessments to place students, evaluate programs, and allocate resources. Assessments play an important role in communication as well. At the classroom level, the form and content of an assessment informs students about what is expected of them. At the system level, the form and content of assessments serve to inform teachers, students, and other stakeholders about the priorities of the system.

Because of these multiple roles, assessment is increasingly being recognized as a point of intervention for reform of teaching and learning. For example, at the classroom level, assessments that reveal more information about what students think, know, and can do enable the teacher to make better decisions about instruction. At the school and system levels, efforts to change the focus of instruction can be supported by changes in the focus of assessment.

The premise of this report is that assessment can be used in these ways to improve teaching and learning in geography. In a nutshell, the question that the Road Map Project Assessment Committee has investigated is how can assessment in geography support improvements in teaching and learning of geography?

In this chapter, we begin our consideration of that question with a discussion of the different ways assessment data can be used in education. This discussion informs our recommendations about how assessments should be used to improve teaching and learning in geography. We continue with a discussion about the challenges of designing assessments to serve these purposes, which informs our recommendations about how to design assessments to serve our recommended uses.

Uses of Assessment Information in Education

Assessment is commonly viewed as a separate activity from instruction. Indeed, in the Committee’s survey of geography assessments, fewer than 60% of geography curriculum units included assessments (Appendix A). The result of this separation is a missed opportunity for educators, students, parents, and policy makers to improve teaching and learning (Black & Wiliam, 1998, 2004a, b). By contrast, we believe that assessment must be integrally connected with teaching and learning (Figure 3). Each may move to the forefront at different points in time, but they must maintain a strong link to the others. In this report, we focus primarily on the assessment vertex of the teaching-learning-assessment triangle, where evidence from assessment informs and improves teaching and learning.

Figure 3. Teaching-Learning-Assessment Triangle

Different types of assessments provide different kinds of evidence. Formative assessments are used to monitor students’ progress during instruction to inform the teacher of how to adjust instruction to suit their needs. Formative assessments can be used to identify gaps between a student’s current level of mastery and the objectives for that student, and those gaps can be used for selecting targeted instructional approaches. Summative assessments are used following instruction to evaluate the outcomes of the instruction. They can be used to measure students’ learning achievements and to inform programmatic changes to improve future instructional approaches.

Both formative and summative assessments provide valuable information for decision making. In this report, we focus on four primary uses of information from assessments:

1. instructional decision making,
2. measuring individual achievement,
3. evaluating programs, and
4. educational research.

Assessments That Inform Instructional Decision Making

Formative assessment is designed to inform ongoing teaching and learning. Formative assessments can take many forms, from formal tests to oral questions posed on-the-fly, but the key feature of these questions is that they are intended to make students’ thinking apparent, so the teacher can monitor learning while instruction is
still taking place. Because formative assessments monitor students while a lesson or unit is under way, educators can use the results from the assessment to adjust instruction to either bring attention to the students’ particular needs or to move past objectives that students have already mastered. Students can use the results of formative assessments to understand where they have made progress and where they need additional work. Effective instructional practices invariably involve ongoing, informal formative assessment in real time every day (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005); nevertheless, formative assessments may involve more formal assessment tools, which can be used at critical points in an instructional sequence.

Naturally, implementation of the information gathered from formative assessment is critical. If the information is not used, the purpose of formative assessment is not achieved. If feedback is provided to individuals or groups of students, it is important to make sure that it focuses on strategies that students can use to advance their learning. Feedback that focuses only on correctness often does not provide enough information to students about how to improve. For formative assessment to have the greatest impact on improving learning, students should be given the opportunity to use the feedback, and teachers should verify that it was used appropriately. Experts generally discourage the use of formal scoring or grading in formative assessment to maintain the focus on the learning process, rather than on achievement (Black & Wiliam, 1998).

Because formative assessments are used during instruction, consideration must be given to the amount of time they require and the degree to which they distract from other learning activities. The introduction of rapid assessment tools, such as classroom “clickers,” that allow a teacher to collect immediate information about students’ ideas with minimal disruption of the class, and computer-based assessments embedded in instructional activities that provide instantaneous feedback to students and point them toward useful lessons, represent promising innovations for integrating assessments more seamlessly into learning.

Formative assessments, even informal ones, must have clear goals for the information that the educator is trying to obtain. For these assessments to provide the necessary information to guide teaching and learning, they must enable the educator to identify what the students know, what they can do, and what they still have to learn. This requires that the assessment be based on a clearly defined, fine-grained target competency. That is, formative assessment has a narrower focus when compared with summative assessments. Each item focuses on a narrow scope of knowledge, practices, or competencies. Once a target competency, or construct, has been described explicitly, effective assessment strategies can be developed to identify where students are with respect to the target.

The central benefit of formative assessment for improving teaching and learning is that it provides information to teachers and students that can help tailor the teaching and learning process to the specific needs of the students. Whether these are questions to students in the course of a hands-on activity or quizzes at critical junctures during instruction, they can provide critical information about the progress of students and how to focus the remaining instructional time.

Assessment for Measuring Individual Achievement

A second purpose for assessment is to measure individual achievement. This is done through assessments that follow instruction. These summative assessments typically are used to measure students’ competencies against the benchmark learning goals; the results are used to determine if students sufficiently met those goals and satisfied their requirements, or the results are used to rank students relative to each other.

Assessments of achievement have more stringent requirements for technical quality (i.e., validity and reliability) compared with formative assessments. These assessments typically take the form of tests that cover a broad span of learning objectives, which contrasts with the targeted questions on a specific learning objective typical of formative assessments. To characterize students’ competency across a domain, assessments of achievement tend to rely on extrapolation from a student’s performances based on a relatively small sample of the domain. If such a sample is to accurately represent a student’s competency, the assessments should be held to stringent requirements for technical quality. For example, they must be designed to ensure that students interpret the items in the same way, and that their answers can be interpreted and evaluated accurately and consistently. Enforcing high standards for technical quality ensures that decisions are made based on valid, reliable, and fair information.

Assessments of achievement also have benefits for improving teaching and learning. However, rather than supporting short-term decision making within a unit of instruction as formative assessments do, they support
longer-term decisions about students’ educational paths, such as whether they are prepared to move to higher levels, which courses and programs of study they should enroll in, and whether they should be admitted to selective educational programs or schools.

Assessment for Program Evaluation

Another use for summative assessments is program evaluation. Assessment information can be used to determine the effectiveness of materials, approaches, and educators. In the case of program evaluation, assessment information can be used to determine if some aspect of instruction is achieving its goals or if it should be modified in the future. For example, a school district might decide to revise or replace a set of instructional materials based on summative assessment data. Alternatively, an administrator might identify a group of teachers to participate in targeted professional development because assessments reveal that their students are struggling with the same set of skills.

As with the other purposes for assessment, assessments for program evaluation must be designed to serve the specific decision-making needs. Assessments for program evaluation must be sensitive to program effects, so they can collect accurate information about how well the program is achieving those outcomes and identify areas that require improvement. As in assessments of individual achievement, assessments for program evaluation must meet high standards for technical quality, providing information that is valid, reliable, and fair for making well-founded decisions.

Assessments for program evaluation also have great value for improving teaching and learning. Like assessments of achievement, they enable decision making over a longer time period than do formative assessments. They also enable improvement over a broader scale. They enable educators, administrators, and policy makers to make decisions about instruction based on one group of students that will impact subsequent groups of students.

Assessment for Educational Research

Scholarly or scientific inquiry in geography education often uses assessments to improve scientific understanding of teaching and learning. Assessments for research can provide insight into what students think, how they learn, and the efficacy of different approaches to instruction.

As with the other types of assessments, assessments for research must be reliable and valid for their intended uses, and they also require careful attention to how students interact with the assessment itself. Using assessments that do not measure the appropriate outcomes, because of poor technical quality or they are weakly aligned to the desired competencies, may lead to inaccurate conclusions. Therefore, for data from assessments to be useful for informing geographic research and development practices, technical rigor is of utmost importance.

Assessments for research contribute crucial information for improving teaching and learning. However, they generally have the longest time-delay between assessment and impact on students. Whereas classroom formative and summative assessments provide immediate information about specific students and program evaluation provides information about specific programs or educators, research provides information about students or educational approaches in general. Research findings require sufficient quantities and diversity of data to support generalizations, which can require multiple cycles of assessment. Once the research findings have been communicated, they must still be interpreted and applied to specific cases before they can improve the quality of teaching or learning. So, while research findings have the benefit of being general and of being supported by high standards of evidence, they have the longest delay between their administration and their impact on teaching and learning.

Considerations for the Design of Assessments

The design of sound assessments is a considerable challenge. In this section, we discuss important considerations for the design of assessments that can be relied upon to serve their purposes and improve teaching and learning.

Assessment development should always start with the following:

1. determining who the user of the assessment information will be (e.g., student, teacher, school and district administrator, state department of education);
2. identifying the population to be assessed (e.g., grade level, special needs, geographic distribution);
3. describing what information the user wants to obtain from the assessment (e.g., mental models, subject mastery, achievement); and
4. clarifying how the information will be used (e.g., teaching, course placement).

Assessment tasks must be carefully designed to elicit the content knowledge, practices, and cognitive processes that decision makers want to know about and that will provide the appropriate data.
Table 2. Characteristics of Assessment Design for Different Purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Context of Administration</th>
<th>Common Formats</th>
<th>Practical Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inform Instructional Decision Making</td>
<td>Classroom assessment</td>
<td>Informal and formal formative assessments embedded in instruction, such as:</td>
<td>• Frequency of assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Oral questioning</td>
<td>• Evaluating performance and feeding back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Observing</td>
<td>• Sampling practices (e.g., one student, some students, whole class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Informal evaluation (e.g., “stoplighting,” thumbs up/down)</td>
<td>• Number of critical junctures or transition points in a unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Constructed-response items</td>
<td>• Time to administer and score an assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Selected-response questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure Achievement</td>
<td>Classroom or large-scale assessment (includes classroom, school district, state, national or international level)</td>
<td>• Selected-response items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Determines qualifications for advancement</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Constructed-response items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Student accountability</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Performance tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Diagnose students’ problems</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive computer tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate Programs</td>
<td>Large-scale assessment (includes program, school or classroom reform, school district, state or national level)</td>
<td>• Selected-response items</td>
<td>• Content and cognition to be measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitoring for program improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Constructed-response items</td>
<td>• Length of the assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make comparisons between programs</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Hands-on performance tasks</td>
<td>• Time to administer the assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Measure program effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive computer tasks</td>
<td>• Logistics and delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Interviews</td>
<td>• Availability of technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content and cognition to be measured</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Length of the assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Surveys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Time to administer the assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Logistics and delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Availability of technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Small scale studies</td>
<td>Different types of assessment can be used depending of the research being pursued, such as:</td>
<td>Depending on the type of study, sampling issues should be considered:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides empirical basis for model building/testing or for policy or practice decisions about, for instance:</td>
<td>• Case studies</td>
<td>• Interviews</td>
<td>• Representative of high and low achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• curriculum/program development</td>
<td>• Ethnographies</td>
<td>• Observations</td>
<td>• Representative of different demographic groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher training</td>
<td>• Design studies</td>
<td>• Constructed and selected response items</td>
<td>• Random sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• assessment</td>
<td>• Quasi-experiments</td>
<td>• Surveys</td>
<td>• Matched samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• instructional program development</td>
<td>• Randomized experiments</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Randomization to conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Observational (longitudinal)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Selectivity bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quasi-experiments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Randomized experiments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Observational (longitudinal and cross-sectional)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pellegrino and colleagues developed a very useful three-component model for thinking about the design of assessments (National Research Council, 2001). The three components of the model are cognition, observation, and interpretation:

- **Cognition.** For responses to an assessment to be considered representative of what students know, each assessment item must be grounded in a model of how people learn that can be used to interpret what students think and know about the domain based on their responses.

- **Observation.** The assessment provides evidence for what the student can do (and by inference, what the student thinks—see below) while engaging in the specific assessment task.

- **Interpretation.** Translating the evidence from an assessment into a well-founded depiction of what the student knows about the domain requires more information than the assessment can provide. Therefore, the observations of what the student can do as demonstrated by his or her performance on the assessment must be applied to the model of cognition in order for the assessor to draw inferences about the student’s competence in the domain.

Cognitive models can range from simple (e.g., a wrong answer means the student has an incomplete understanding of the domain) to complex (e.g., each answer, right or wrong, provides insight into the student’s conception of the domain or “mental model”). Sophisticated cognitive models tend to have some empirical basis, often derived from a combination of cognitive psychology and education research.

The interrelationship among the cognitive model, observations, and interpretation shapes what (and how) information can be gleaned from an item. Together, they form the conceptual basis underlying an assessment. Decisions about the structural characteristics of assessment items, however, should be based on the user’s purpose or conducting the assessment.

As discussed above, assessments can serve four main purposes: to assist teaching and learning, to measure individual achievement, to evaluate programs, and to conduct research. One type of assessment cannot fit all purposes (NRC, 2001). Therefore, some considerations are needed in determining the characteristics of an assessment to fit its purpose. In Table 2, we outline the common types of assessments used for each of the four purposes, how and when they tend to be used, and practical considerations for their design. We also provide a brief summary of the main characteristics, goals, and considerations for each assessment type.

Assessment items must be designed around the information the user wants to obtain and the interrelationship among cognition, observations, and interpretation that forms the theoretical foundation of the item, but there are also a number of decisions that must be made about the item’s structure and delivery to ensure that the item serves the needs of the user most efficiently and effectively. The primary considerations include characteristics of the item format, item quality, and cost-effectiveness of delivery and scoring.

**Item Characteristics**

Assessments, regardless of purpose, are composed of three components: a task, a response, and an evaluation of the response. (The combination of task and response is what we refer to in this report as an “item.”) The specification of these three components for a particular assessment determines the format of the assessment.

The distinction between the components is important because, for example, a task that requires an extended constructed response, such as an open-ended question, is not necessarily an assessment, but it can become one if it is evaluated using a scoring system, even if it is an informal one. On the other hand, the task would not be considered an assessment if the other components are not employed; this is because there is no system established for evaluating responses. That is, an assessment is incompletely specified if it has only a task and response, because there must be interplay between the design of the response format and how the response will be interpreted.

1. **Task type.** Assessment tasks vary from asking for a definition, to solving a problem, to recommending a course of action. The task can be presented informally on-the-fly (e.g., a question posed during a lecture), or it can be formally prepared for class (e.g., test questions). Tasks can involve “hands-on” performances or presentations, or projects. Ideally, students are given opportunities to demonstrate their competencies with a variety of task types.

2. **Response mode.** Students’ responses to questions or tasks can include selection from options (multiple-choice), constructed-response tasks that require writing a few sentences (short constructed answer) or a paragraph or more (extended constructed answer), oral response (e.g., presentations), performance of a task such as an experiment (performance...
assessments), a portfolio of students’ work, and so on. All of these modes can be used formatively in a classroom or for summative and program evaluation purposes. Selection of response mode depends in part on what is being tested. Some formats tend to tap different cognitive processes: some are particularly useful for assessing factual recall (e.g., multiple choice), while others are useful for observing students’ abilities with reasoning through explanatory models (constructed response). Selection of response mode also is influenced by the amount of time that each response demands during an assessment, and the amount of resources required to develop and score it. For instance, an essay might provide extensive insight into a student’s thinking about one question, but the amount of time it takes to complete imposes limits on the amount of other concepts and skills that can be evaluated during the assessment.

3. Scoring system. A scoring system converts students’ responses to a numerical or other ordered scale. A scoring system is a form of “interpretation model,” and the complexity of the interpretation depends on the nature of the task, the response format and the context of the assessment. For example, selected response items are generally scored as right or wrong (assuming there is only one correct answer). Scoring is even more complex with constructed-response items, since the interpretation model must account for all of the possible paths that students can follow to answer a question, and the scoring rubric must take into account all possible correct responses along each of those paths.

**Item Quality**

It is important to recognize two issues about assessment: (1) any assessment is only a sample of what students know and can do out of a large universe of what might be tested, and (2) any conclusions about what students know and can do require interpretation mediated by a process of reasoning from evidence obtained from the assessment; therefore, assessments are always imprecise to some degree (NRC, 2001). There are common principles that ensure the quality of assessments across all item types. The two central principles are:

1. **Measure what is intended.** An assessment should be designed based on a clear idea of what it is intended to measure, or “the construct.” The construct includes the content and/or the practices that are being assessed. Articulation of the construct gives focus to the assessment development process and provides a benchmark for verifying that the assessment will measure what it is intended to measure.

2. **Meet technical requirements.** Technical requirements ensure that the information gathered using the assessment is valid (i.e., the assessment tests the competencies it claims to test), reliable (i.e., results are consistent), and fair (i.e., the assessment does not favor a subset of the population being tested).

**Cost Effectiveness**

The consideration of cost effectiveness requires assessment developers to recognize that the practical reality that the ideal assessment may be too costly, time consuming, or logistically unwieldy to implement. Inevitably, compromises have to be made between what is measured and what we would like to measure. In selecting the type of assessment format, issues of time and cost should be considered, while holding true to the construct to be measured. Assessments designed to measure geographic practices, for example, are most likely to be problem-based performance tasks that entail multiple steps, making cost, time, and logistics considerable concerns. Students will likely be evaluated based on fewer items due to the time and financial costs associated with performance tasks. A mixture of performance tasks that provides the opportunity to present an in-depth view of students’ thinking and doing, with multiple-choice items that sample foundational competencies, often satisfies the need to balance reliable and cost-effective measures.

**The Role of Frameworks in the Design of Assessments**

Because the creation of assessments that effectively implement all of the design criteria discussed above is so challenging, educators have developed tools to guide the assessment design and development process. One of the most powerful of these tools is the assessment framework. An assessment framework serves as a blueprint for assessment design and development, providing guidelines to assessment developers about how to construct an assessment. Assessment frameworks are generally designed around a specific purpose, body of knowledge or skills to be assessed, and population to be assessed. A framework can play an important role in maintaining coherent goals for different assessments. For example, a framework can be used to construct both formative and summative assessments for a course, ensuring that both
are monitoring the same learning objectives. An assessment framework also can play an important role in instructional design. In the approach commonly known as “backward design” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), instructional designers work backwards from assessment goals to design instruction and formative assessments.

An assessment framework plays multiple critical roles in the process of designing an assessment. A framework conveys what knowledge, skills, and practices should be assessed (and sometimes what should not) to those people responsible for creating a particular assessment, and a framework provides guidance about the form the assessment should take, including the types of items to use. An assessment framework provides a basis for validating the claim that the assessments accurately reflect the learning goals they are designed to assess, and a framework also provides a means for maintaining consistency among assessments developed by different people at different times and different places for different purposes.

Typically, the core of an assessment framework is a matrix organized around two dimensions. One dimension, often called the content dimension, describes the concepts and principles from the content domain to be covered by assessments. The other, often called the cognitive dimension, organizes behaviors (i.e., what students should be able to do). The names for the second dimension vary. For example, some assessment frameworks define the second dimension as “practices” (Table 3), and others define it as “cognition.” (Table 4).  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Content</th>
<th>Physical Science Content Statements</th>
<th>Life Science Content Statements</th>
<th>Earth and Space Science Content Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying science principles</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using science principles</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using scientific inquiry</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using technological design</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
<td>Performance expectation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Framework Outline Using Science Content and Science Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Practices</th>
<th>Content Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowing</td>
<td>Physical Science Content Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Life Science Content Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying*</td>
<td>Earth and Space Science Content Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where is the world’s largest tropical rain forest?</td>
<td>What mineral resources are often extracted by strip mining?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are tropical rain forests located near the equator?</td>
<td>Explain the effects of strip mining and shaft mining on the landscape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support the conclusion that tropical rain forests promote wide species variation.</td>
<td>How can both economic and environmental interest be reconciled in an area of strip mining?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain the motivations of modern-day Mexicans and Cubans for immigrating to the United States.</td>
<td>Compare current settlement and employment patterns of Cuban and Mexican immigrants in the United States.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Framework Outline Using Geography Content and Geographic Cognition

Note: This framework uses science content and science practices as the two dimensions of the framework.

Note: This assessment framework crosses content with cognition for the two dimensions of the framework.

*Applying a range of higher-order thinking skills.

There is an important distinction between approaches to the cognitive dimension that is not always reflected in the naming convention. In some cases, the cognitive dimension focuses on cognition (mental behaviors that are not observable), and in others, the cognitive dimension focuses on external activities (observable behaviors). In some cases, the distinction is signaled by the names “cognition” versus “practices.” Regardless of the naming convention, it is important that assessment developers be conscious of the difference between cognitive and external behaviors, and that they outline goals for both.
In the two dimensional matrix, a cell represents the combination of specific content with a specific cognitive behavior. Thus, the cells of the matrix inform test developers about what to assess. The contents of cells typically are called performance expectations (e.g., Tables 3 and 4).

In order for an assessment framework to guide assessment developers, it needs to include information about the characteristics of an assessment, including the nature of the items to be included. This information can include the types of items (e.g., multiple-choice, short answer, performance assessment), the distribution of those items across content and practice areas (i.e., the relative weight assigned to each performance expectation), and the levels of performance (e.g., below-basic, basic, proficient, advanced). As noted above, the specification of “item types” arises in recognition that assessment items tapping a student’s ability to recall a fact or concept would be different from assessment items tapping a student’s ability to design a well-controlled experiment or to use multiple documents to solve a problem. Put another way, different kinds of assessment items are needed to tap different performance expectations, and the assessment framework can organize the distribution of how items assess student abilities, in addition to what the items assess (see Table 5).

To illustrate how assessment frameworks can be used to guide assessment development, we provide three examples. In each of these examples, we show how content and cognitive dimensions can be combined to describe a performance expectation, then we show how a performance expectation and item characteristics together can provide the specifications for an item.

In these examples, the framework is based on the general assessment framework for geography presented in Chapter 4.

**Example 1.** The first example is for grades 3 to 5. The performance expectation derives from the combination of a content statement about sources of conflict and the geographic practice of analyzing patterns on maps to generate explanations or predictions. This performance expectation, when combined with the desired multiple-choice format represents a full specification of an item.

**Level:** Grades 3 to 5  
**Content:** Conflicts arise when there is disagreement over the division, control, and management of Earth’s surface. This content is from the second edition of *Geography for Life: National Geography Standards* (Heffron and Downs, 2012), (Standard 13, Theme 4, Grade 4).  
**Cognition:** Analyze geographic patterns on a map or other representation.  
**Performance expectation:** Analyze patterns on a map or other representation showing distribution of resources and borders or human settlements in order to explain or predict where disagreements over the division, control, and management of Earth’s surface would occur.

**Item characteristic:** Answers are multiple-choice with map or other geographic representation.

Figure 4 shows Item 1, which provides an example of an item that fits these specifications. Item 1 displays a map of a fictitious region where natural resources are distributed across the territory of several nations, including one oil field that is bisected by the border between two nations, and the item asks students to identify a location that has the potential for conflict in that region.

**Example 2.** The next example is targeted at high school students. It shows how multiple performance expectations in a framework can be assessed together. In this case, the performance expectations derive from the intersection of a single content category with three cognitive categories. The content category concerns cooperation; and the cognitive categories deal with knowing and understanding, answering questions, and communicating. Below, we describe the three sets of item specifications that are covered by Item 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Cognition</th>
<th>Space and Place</th>
<th>Environment and Society</th>
<th>Spatial Dynamics and Connections</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: NAEP Geography Framework (National Assessment Governing Board, 2010)*
Figure 4. Item 1: Identifying Potential Conflict in the Region

![Image of a map showing potential conflict]

Which two nations are most likely to have a conflict over mineral resources?
A. Nation A and Nation B
B. Nation A and Nation C
C. Nation A and Nation D
D. Nation C and Nation D

Source: 2001 NAEP Geography, Grade 4.

Figure 5. Item 2: Cooperation between Countries and Organizations

Item 2
You are a member of a Washington, DC, Think Tank that gives advice to the U.S. State Department. One of the issues you have been considering is the extent to which the United States needs to cooperate with other nations in order to be prosperous. Some members of the Think Tank argue that since the end of the Cold War, U.S. prosperity is much less dependent upon cooperation with other nations. Others, however, maintain that cooperation among nations, including the United States, is even more important today to promote prosperity. In which camp are you?

In the space below, write a memo to the other members of the Think Tank taking a position on the issue. Be sure to provide good reasons (evidence and examples) to justify your conclusions.

Source: Alternative Assessment in Geography, Grades 9-12.
http://my.ilstu.edu/~jabraun/socialstudies/assess/geo/assess/9-12-13.html

Level: Grades 9-12

Specification 1:
**Content:** Cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues (Geography for Life, Standard 13, Theme 3, Grade 12).

**Cognition:** Explain a geographic principle or phenomenon.

**Performance expectation:** Explain how cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues.

Specification 2:
**Content:** Cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues (Geography for Life, Standard 13, Theme 3, Grade 12).

**Cognition:** Evaluate one or more answers to a question or solutions to a problem using geographic principles.

**Performance expectation:** Evaluate one or more answers to how cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues.

Specification 3:
**Content:** Cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues (Geography for Life, Standard 13, Theme 3, Grade 12).

**Cognition:** Communicate using geographic principles, models, and data to educate or persuade an audience.

**Performance expectation:** Persuade or inform an audience about how cooperation between countries and organizations may have lasting influences on past, present, and future global issues.

Item characteristic: The response takes the form of a constructed response/essay.

Item 2 (Figure 5) is an example of an item that could be used to assess these three performance expectations in a constructed response format. It asks students to use their understanding of human cooperation to evaluate the long-term impacts of two different approaches to cooperation for the United States, and to communicate their answers in the form of an argument made to a colleague.

Example 3. The third example item also is designed for high school students. This one focuses on physical geography content—how the amount of incoming solar energy varies across the Earth’s surface—and on the cognitive practices of organizing geographic information.

**Content:** Different regions receive different amounts of solar energy during a year, and the amount of solar energy a place receives depends on the latitude and cloud cover at that place.

**Cognition:** Sort data by spatial and other characteristics to answer a geographic question.

**Performance expectation:** Sort data by spatial and other characteristics to answer a question about the distribution of solar energy across a region.

**Item characteristic:** The response takes the form of a constructed response/representation.

Item 3 (Figure 6) shows how this performance expectation might be evaluated in a computer-based assessment in which students use geographic information systems (GIS) to organize geographic data in a way that prepares the student to answer a geographic question using the data.
Efforts to improve geography education can be enhanced by attention to the design and use of assessments. Assessments for the purposes of informing instruction, measuring achievement, evaluating programs, and conducting research all can play important roles in improving teaching and learning of geography. However, assessments must be carefully designed to align with the learning goals, and they must be designed to be sensitive to the desired information and the context in which the information will be used. An assessment designed to help a teacher plan instruction for next week will likely look very different from an assessment created to evaluate the effectiveness of a newly introduced instructional program.

The design of assessments for geography should pay careful attention to each of the considerations described in this chapter. The characteristics of assessments, item quality, and cost-effectiveness must all be chosen with the assessment goals and purpose in mind to collect the desired information to assist geography teaching and learning.

Because the challenges of assessment design are considerable, the Committee has primarily emphasized developing assessment frameworks in our work. Assessment frameworks can make the task of creating valid, reliable, and useful assessments much more manageable, particularly when the target objectives are complex, such as reasoning and problem-solving skills.

The Committee believes the creation of carefully designed assessment frameworks for geography education could play an important role in improving geography teaching and learning. We argue that a set of assessment frameworks tailored to the goals of geography education would enable educators to develop assessments that would inform instruction, provide insight into program effectiveness, and build a research base that will ultimately lead to substantial advancement of those goals. If successful, these assessment frameworks will improve educators’ abilities to create and use assessments that: (1) communicate the objectives of geography education to teachers, students, and other stakeholders; and (2) yield the information that educators and students need to make suitable decisions about teaching and learning.

In later chapters, we return to the challenges of designing assessments and the role of assessment frameworks, but first we turn to a discussion of the current state of assessment in geography education.
Chapter 3: The Current Context for K–12 Geography Assessment

In this chapter, we consider the context in which this report is responding: the current state of assessment in geography education. As explained in the previous chapter, well-designed assessments offer a mechanism for improving the effectiveness of education at scales from individual students and teachers to across districts and nationwide. Because assessment frameworks ease the challenge of designing effective assessments, the Committee has made the creation of assessment frameworks for geography education the focus of our work. As part of this work, we found it necessary to investigate two questions about the current practice of assessment in geography education: What is the nature of existing assessment frameworks for K–12 geography education? And, what is the nature of existing geography assessments? In this chapter, we present the results of these investigations, first with an overview of currently used assessment frameworks. Then we provide the results of a study we conducted of existing assessment practices in K–12 geography. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the needs and opportunities revealed by this examination of recent history and current practices.

Overview of Current Geography Frameworks

As discussed in Chapter 2, assessment can serve as a means for improving geographic education. Our goal is to compare the actual practices of assessment with the goals for geographic education as laid out in the second edition of Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (Heffron & Downs, 2012). We turn now to a review of the most influential frameworks for assessment in geography, and discuss their relationship to the goals of geographic education established by Geography for Life. This comparison allows us to evaluate how well existing assessment frameworks support progress toward those goals, and to identify opportunities that are not currently being met by existing frameworks.

Frameworks for Large-Scale Assessments

The three assessment frameworks that are most relevant for K–12 geography in the United States are the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessment framework for geography, the Advanced Placement (AP) Human Geography framework, and the NAEP assessment framework for science. Each is the product of thoughtful efforts to articulate educational goals and each has been shaped by increasing attention to measurement of learning outcomes and accountability over that same period.

National Assessment of Educational Progress in Geography (1994, 2001, 2010). In the 1990s, Congress authorized the development of the broad-based NAEP geography assessment at grades 4, 8, and 12. To support the development of this assessment, a committee of professional geographers, educators, and administrators worked to create a framework that provided operational specifications for the geography assessments. This framework was heavily influenced by the Guidelines for Geographic Education (Joint Committee on Geographic Education, 1984), though the five themes were reduced to three categories of content. The NAEP geography framework is intended to cover the breadth of geography knowledge and skills that would result from good geographic instruction in the classroom.

The NAEP geography framework is organized along two dimensions (Table 4): a content dimension and a cognitive dimension. The content dimension is divided into three main areas: Space and Place, Environment and Society, and Spatial Dynamics and Connections. Each of these content categories is explored in detail within the framework, with specific objectives for each of the three grade levels. The emphasis on content is evident, and the relative lack of elaboration of the cognitive dimension is equally evident.

The cognitive dimension of the geography assessment is composed of three levels: Knowing, Understanding, and Applying (Table 4). Knowing (i.e., What is it? Where is it?) assesses students on their ability to answer questions by recall. Understanding (i.e., Why is it there? How did it get there? What is its significance?) assesses students’ ability to provide explanations for phenomena. This cognitive level requires students to identify and explain geographic patterns and processes. Applying (i.e., How can knowledge and understanding be used to solve geographic problems?) requires a range of higher-order thinking skills. At this cognitive level, students are expected to hypothesize, apply geographic principles to new contexts, and form problem-solving models.

Together, the content and cognitive dimensions of the assessment form a matrix (Table 4) in which each con-
tent area is measured at each cognitive level. The cells of the matrix describe example performances that characterize the intersection of the two dimensions, and assessment developers are given information about how much each cell should be represented on an assessment (Table 5). The framework proceeds to “drill down” to delineate in some detail each of the broad content areas involved. However, it does not have a comparable clarification of expectations for the cognitive (practices) dimension.

Assessment development is guided by three Achievement Levels (ALs) that are used to evaluate performance at each grade level: Basic, Proficient, and Advanced. Basic indicates partial mastery of requisite knowledge and skills, Proficient represents solid academic performance for each grade assessed, and Advanced indicates superior performance.

**Advanced Placement Human Geography (2000).** Following the development of NAEP Geography, advocacy by the geography education community and the Road Map Project partner organizations led the College Board to develop an AP course on Human Geography. The Advanced Placement Human Geography course (APHG) is not patterned on previous standards such as the Guidelines or Geography for Life, but rather reflects a consensus of college faculty about the nature of modern human geography as taught in colleges in the United States. Unlike the NAEP geography assessment, the APHG exam covers only a portion of geography—human geography.

The two-part exam consists of a 60-minute multiple-choice section and a 75-minute open-response section. The first part focuses primarily on geography content, but the second part is intended to assess students’ ability to synthesize their geographic knowledge using geographic skills and practices.

There is no traditional assessment framework for APHG available to the public. Instead, the teachers and students are provided with a detailed course description. While it takes the form of a course outline, rather than an explicit assessment framework, the description of the APHG course plays the role of an assessment framework in communicating to teachers and students what students are expected to master.

The APHG course outline divides content into seven sections:

1. Geography: Its Nature and Perspectives,
2. Population,
3. Cultural Patterns and Processes,
4. Political Organization of Space,
5. Agriculture and Rural Land Use,
6. Industrialization and Economic Development, and
7. Cities and Urban Land Use.

In the course outline, each of these sections is broken down into several subsections, each of which lists the topics to be covered in that subsection and the percentage of the AP exam that will focus on that topic.

The course outline also describes the following target practices and skills: use and think about maps and spatial data, understand and interpret the implications of associations among phenomena in places, recognize and interpret at different scales the relationships among patterns and processes, define regions and evaluate the regionalization process, and characterize and analyze changing interconnections among places.

The introduction of AP Human Geography has had a dramatic impact on the teaching of geography in American high schools. After several years of development, the course and test were launched in 2000-2001 with more than 3,200 tests administered. Ten years later, more than 83,000 students took the 2011 APHG exam. While the college-level exam questions cannot be directly used to assess students’ ability to do high school geography, an increasing number of high school teachers model their course assessments on the constructed response and multiple-choice questions published by the College Board.

**NAEP Science (2009).** In 2008, the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) released a major revision to the NAEP Science framework titled *A Science Framework for the 2009 National Assessment of Educational Progress* (NAGB, 2008; Fu, Raizen, & Shavelson, 2009). The framework consists of a matrix (Table 3) with science practices on one dimension: identifying science principles, using science principles, using scientific inquiry, and using technological design. To provide more details, each practice is expanded into four general performance expectations. For example, one of the performance expectations for “Using scientific inquiry” is to “conduct scientific investigations using appropriate tools and techniques.” On the other dimension are the three components of science content: physical science content statements, life science content statements, and Earth and space sciences content statements, and each of these areas of content is further elaborated into learning objectives for elementary, middle, and high school students.

The NAEP Science framework also includes examples of how a practice could be applied to a specific scientific
context to create performance expectations that integrate content and practices, as well as example items that demonstrate how the performance expectation could be probed. The description of the science practices and the examples of how they could be used to assess scientific reasoning place far greater emphasis on integrating scientific practices into NAEP Science assessments than the NAEP Geography framework does currently.

The framework’s focus on practices is evident in the 2009 NAEP Science assessment, which includes a new set of hands-on interactive computer assessments to assess students’ ability to perform the practices. These computer tasks provided students with a simulated environment to apply their scientific skills and practices, giving them a more open-ended environment than students had been provided in previous NAEP assessments. This rich, interactive environment allows students to test hypotheses and design and execute experiments, providing insight into students’ ability to reason with scientific evidence. In practice, these items have revealed information about students that traditional content-focused multiple-choice and short-answer NAEP assessments had not. In a special report on the results of these hands-on interactive assessments, the National Center for Education Statistics (2012) showed that just over one-half of high school students reached the correct conclusions for the scientific investigations on the exam, but fewer than 30 percent of those students could justify their conclusions satisfactorily.

**Current Geography Assessment Practices**

To obtain a picture of current assessment practices in K–12 geography education, the Committee commissioned a study of existing assessments, both large-scale and classroom-level. The study was conducted by the Committee research director under the direction of the Committee co-chairs, and with assistance from Committee members.

The goal of the study was to shed light on which components of geography are being assessed currently in grades K–12 and how those components are being assessed. To conduct this study, we collected publicly released items from large-scale assessments and classroom assessments from commercially published and widely distributed non-commercial instructional materials. Our specific objectives were to: (1) compare what is being assessed with the goals for geography education described in *Geography for Life*, and (2) compare how geography is being assessed against the criteria for assessment discussed in the previous chapter. This analysis of current assessments provides empirical data for the recommendations we make in the chapters that follow.

**Overview of Methods**

The study is based on an analysis of items from resources that were selected at random from our entire resource collection. The full resource collection included assessments that were labeled as geography assessments, as well as assessments from other areas of science and social studies that were judged to be likely to include items assessing geographic knowledge and practices. The resource collection included both large-scale and classroom-level assessments. The large-scale assessments included state, national, and international assessments. Classroom assessments were drawn from textbooks, geography units, and online item banks for teachers. Once resources were selected from the collection, those that did not have items that test geographic knowledge aligned to any of the six essential elements from *Geography for Life* or to the geographic practices outlined in Chapter 1 were excluded from further analysis. When large-scale assessments were excluded, it was because they were general science or social studies assessments that did not contain any items with geographic content. When classroom resources were excluded, it usually was because they did not contain any assessment items at all. Out of 114 randomly selected resources in the collection, 79 of the resources were determined to have items that were testing geographic competencies, and these resources yielded 696 geography items for analysis.

The study categorized items according to: (1) targeted ability—what is being assessed, (2) item characteristics—how the item assesses student competencies, and (3) confounding factors—whether the item is likely to accurately reflect what students know. These three criteria were used as the basis for a taxonomy (Table 6) that was used to code each item.

*Targeted ability* describes the substance of what the item assesses. It includes the geographic content, geographic skills, and the type of cognition that the item requires. These criteria provide the core information about which competencies are being assessed. Content is classified according to the standards from *Geography for Life*, geographic skills are classified using categories adapted from *Geography for Life* by the Committee, and cognitive demand is classified according to the categories described by Li, Ruiz-Primo, & Shavelson (2006).

5 See Appendix B for additional details about the methods for the study.
The *item characteristics* category captures the way in which the assessment task was presented to the students. Under item characteristics, we recorded information about the setting in which the assessment was used, the targeted grade level, how the item is structured, and what type of graphical representations appear in the stem or answer choices, if any. Coding for these characteristics enabled us to look for patterns in how goals are being assessed.

The *confounding factors* category includes problems with the way the item is written that make it an inaccurate (or less accurate) measure of what students know and can do. The confounding factors for which we collected information include whether the way the item is written could make it difficult for students to understand what was being asked and whether the language was unnecessarily complex. We also recorded whether there are ways in which the substance of the item was inaccurate, including if additional answer choices could be considered correct. Finally, we described ways that students could use non-geographic knowledge to evaluate the item, such as using logic to eliminate unlikely answer choices.

**Findings**

**Geography Content Coverage**

Our first analysis examined the distribution of content covered across the items. Our objective was to see if assessment items are aligned to the content in *Geography for Life*.

We found items assessing all five of the content-focused essential elements in *Geography for Life*. This distribution confirms that at the coarsest level of analysis, current assessment practices are supportive of the goals for content coverage expressed by *Geography for Life*.

When we examined the relative frequency of specific essential elements, however, a pattern of uneven distribution emerged (Figure 7). Across all large-scale and classroom items, two categories, *Environment and Society* and *Places and Regions*, were assessed by substantially fewer items than the others. When we looked only at assessments that were explicitly labeled as geography assessments (excluding science and other social studies assessments), we observed that the three middle categories (see Figure 7) are assessed more evenly, but *The World in Spatial Terms* is even more heavily emphasized relative to the others, and *Environment and Society* slightly less.

There are six essential elements in Geography for Life, but the sixth is explicitly about the application of geographic knowledge, so we do not consider it to be content-focused.
When we compared the content distribution in large-scale assessments with classroom assessments, different patterns of emphasis emerged (Figure 7). Most notably, items aligned to Physical Systems are overrepresented in large-scale tests and underrepresented in classroom assessments. In addition, while Environment and Society is underrepresented overall, that content area is assessed even less frequently in classroom assessments than in large-scale tests.

The large number of assessments targeting Physical Systems in large-scale tests is likely a result of that category’s overlap with earth science, a topic that more frequently appears in large-scale tests compared with other geography content. However, this content area rarely appears in geography assessments at the classroom level. Moreover, we find the underrepresentation of items aligned to Environment and Society in classroom assessments worrisome, given the mounting importance for students to understand humans’ interactions with their environment. It is possible that this topic is assessed infrequently because it spans the boundary between social studies and science, and demands competence with both disciplines. Rather than being addressed in complementary ways by each discipline, it seems that the category is being overlooked by both.

When we considered coverage of specific standards within the sixteen essential elements, we found the distribution to be even more uneven. We found that 40% of all items evaluated knowledge from only three standards. These three standards focus on the properties of maps, Earth’s physical processes, and the characteristics of specific places on Earth. Certainly, not all standards demand the same amount of attention, but this uneven distribution is cause for concern if it signals to teachers that some standards are unimportant, or if it indicates that educators are not receiving information they should have about the status of their students’ learning in certain areas.

**Geographic Skills and Practices**

As discussed in Chapter 1, since the 1960s, major efforts to communicate the goals of geographic education have argued for the importance of geographic skills and practices, but these arguments have had limited impact on the classroom. Not surprisingly then, our study reveals that only 30% of geography assessment items required that students use any geographic practices at all (Figure 8). A clear pattern emerged from this analysis, showing that most of those items assess the same geographic practice, analyzing geographic information. Analyzing geographic information is assessed in 21% of large-scale items, but the other geographic practices rarely appear in any assessment items at all. One might expect that items asking students to apply their knowledge to a geographic question or problem might be reserved for high school assessments, but we find that absence of geographic practices from assessments to be consistent across grade levels. In fact, middle school items have the highest percentage of items that require a geographic practice (40%). The heavy emphasis on analyzing information may reflect the fact that it is regarded as the easiest practice to assess in a multiple-choice or short-answer format. For example, the most common type of analysis in this item involved students observing a graphic, such as a photograph or a map, and characterizing the pattern that they see. See Figure 9 for an example of an item that probes students’ ability to look for patterns by comparing settlements and features of the physical

---

*Notes:

7 In the analysis for geographic skills and practices and all subsequent analyses, we report only data for large-scale assessments because of the challenges of conducting random sampling with classroom materials. See Appendix A for more information.*
environment. Other practices, such as data collection, perhaps seem more difficult to evaluate in a format that easy to score.

Our findings indicate that geographic practices are not being assessed in a way that conveys their importance. As a result, current assessments are providing an incomplete picture of students' proficiency with geography.

**Cognitive Demand**

To get a sense of the depth of conceptual understanding being assessed, we analyzed items for the cognitive demands required to answer the questions (Figure 10; see Table A4 for a description of cognitive demands). We found that almost 54% of the items tapped students' declarative knowledge (i.e., knowing that), often at the level of recognizing a definition. More than 27% assessed students' procedural knowledge (i.e., knowing how), which includes reading and gathering in-formation from maps, graphs, and texts. Only 17% of geography items require schematic knowledge (i.e., knowing why), which includes explaining an unfamiliar context by drawing on general geographic principles or models. Virtually none of the items directly tapped strategic knowledge (i.e., knowing how, when, and where knowledge applies). This last finding was anticipated, because an item requiring schematic knowledge often would require probing competencies in multiple content areas and practices, which makes assessment design much more complex. Both factual knowledge and the ability to read maps and graphs are important elements of geography literacy. The minimal demand for higher-order thinking and reasoning with geographic concepts and the overall imbalanced pattern of assessment across cognitive demands, however, requires increased attention to support assessing knowledge and skills that better reflect the reasoning we want students to be prepared to do with their geographic knowledge.

**Item Characteristics**

The dominant item format used in both large-scale and classroom geography items is selected response, with 68% of all items using some form of multiple-choice format (Figure 11). Classroom assessments offer more diverse opportunities for students to represent their knowledge; 47% of classroom items use short answer or essay formats, though few classroom materials include scoring rubrics, which limits their utility (and assessment developers would not consider open-response items questions without a rubric). Fewer than 3% of all items ask students to make or modify a representation, a format that holds promising opportunities for evaluating students' geographic reasoning.

We also looked at the use of representations that students must refer to in order to answer a question. Representations appeared in 59% of the items, with maps being the most common (Figure 12). However,
we found that only 16% of the questions with maps required students to process the information on the map, as does the item in Figure 9. On the other hand, 84% asked students to read information directly from the map, indicating that map reading is well represented in geography assessments, but reasoning with geospatial representations is not.

**Confounding Factors**

We found that 60% of the items displayed apparent problems that could impede students’ ability to reflect their knowledge. One of the most common problems found in our analysis, particularly for large-scale tests, was ambiguous questions and/or answers (14%). Even more common is that at least one answer choice is implausible (15%). The concern with any confounding factors such as these, is that they raise doubts as to whether the results of those geography assessments are valid indicators of what students know or are able to do.

**Implications for Improving Geography Education**

Taken together, the discussions in this chapter present a compelling picture of the needs and opportunities for assessment in geography education.

**Needs**

Our review of current assessment practices exposes weaknesses in the way geography is being assessed across the curriculum. These weaknesses include:

- **Coverage of content areas is uneven.** Most content standards are underrepresented in assessments. This trend signals to educators and learners that this...
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content is less important and it indicates that educators are not being provided with information about student learning in these areas.

- **Assessments tend to focus on less-demanding cognitive tasks.** The overwhelming majority of assessment items in our survey focus on recalling or recognizing geographic facts and simple procedural knowledge, such as using a map legend to retrieve information from the map. Students rarely are asked to apply their geographic knowledge to a novel context, explain or justify their reasoning, or evaluate the strength of an argument. The result is that these assessments reinforce a conception of geography as being about facts and simple recall; they also fail to provide educators with an accurate picture of students’ ability to reason, analyze, or communicate about questions and problems with their geographic knowledge.

- **Technical quality can be improved.** A substantial number of items in our survey have structural or content flaws that threaten their validity as measures of student understanding and ability. If an item is difficult to understand, has inaccurate content, or allows students to narrow down answer choices through test-taking strategies, then it does not provide the information about students’ understanding and abilities that educators need to make good instructional decisions.

We believe that addressing these weaknesses is an essential step toward improving geography education overall, and our recommendations in the chapters that follow are intended to help educators to do so.

**Opportunities for Improvement**

During the course of nearly 50 years, geographers and educators have produced increasingly explicit descriptions of the goals of geography education, culminating in the second edition of *Geography for Life*. This vision includes expectations for students by grade band and example performances for knowledge and understanding, perspectives, and skills. While educators and curriculum developers have adopted the general goals for knowledge and understanding, it appears that they have not adopted the goals for skills and practices to the same degree. With the exception of the 2009 NAEP science framework, our review of existing frameworks for large-scale assessment indicates that these assessments are acting to maintain the existing focus on content, rather than signaling the importance of applying content knowledge to exploring geographic questions, problems, and phenomena. This bias toward the lower-level knowing and understanding portion of cognition is clearly reflected in the assessments that are being used to evaluate students’ geographic literacy.

*Geography for Life* describes a vision of geographic education in which students use spatial analytical skills to reason about people, places, and connections among them, but we find that assessments present a much narrower view of expectations for geographic literacy. Therefore, we see an enormous opportunity to use assessment as a mechanism to shift geography education closer to the version of geographic literacy captured by *Geography for Life*. Assessments that increase attention to the roles of geographic reasoning and problem solving, that draw on the full range of geographic concepts, and that challenge students to manipulate their knowledge with higher cognitive demands could provide a mechanism to communicate these priorities to teachers and students, and such assessments would provide tools to help educators monitor learning. In the chapters that follow, we describe an approach to assessment that uses a framework organized around these priorities, specifically designed to capitalize on these opportunities for improvement.
Chapter 3 revealed that existing geography assessments do not reflect the priorities established by the *Geography for Life: National Geography Standards* (Heffron & Downs, 2012). The same three (out of 16) content standards are assessed in 40% of the items, competency with geographic practices is rarely assessed, and structural problems with items are common. Here, we present an assessment framework that we believe will help assessment developers create assessments that support the overall goals of geography education by providing a structure to define, organize, and systematically select the assessment goals. We call this framework the *21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences* (AFGS21).

Our goal is that this assessment framework serves as a blueprint to support the development of a new generation of assessment frameworks, and they will generate assessments with higher fidelity to the goals for geographic literacy and the principles of assessment development. In this chapter, we describe the process of using the AFGS21 to create specific frameworks.

**A 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences**

AFGS21, like most contemporary assessment frameworks, is based on a 2-dimensional matrix with a “content” dimension and a “cognitive” dimension (Figure 13). The content dimension is made up of geographic concepts and principles, and the cognitive dimension is made up of knowing, understanding, and geographic practices. The cells in the body of the matrix are designed to hold performance expectations, which describe the application of a cognitive behavior to a geographic concept or principle.

AFGS21 is designed to support assessment of critical knowledge and practices for geography. Specifically, it is designed to:

1. support the development of high-quality assessments that are matched to the goals of the unit, course, standard or program being assessed; and
2. facilitate the development of assessments that demand integrated knowledge, understanding, skills, and practices.

AFGS21 has been designed as a general assessment framework, meaning that it is not intended to be used directly to generate specific assessments. Rather, it is designed to serve as a blueprint that developers can follow for developing specific assessment frameworks for specific purposes. By using AFGS21 as a guide, developers of assessments can achieve the objectives that AFGS21 was designed to achieve, applied to their assessment context.

A “specific assessment framework” is used by an assessment developer to create instruments tailored to the particular set of goals for the population being assessed (see Chapter 5 for an example of a specific assessment framework). The process of using the framework to create assessments does not change, but the contents of each dimension and, therefore, the constructs developed from them, will vary. The framework dimensions are specified based on the goals for the population that will be assessed. The goals will change in scope, detail, and sophistication. For example, an elementary school geography course that focuses specifically on human geography might assess only content within Human Systems, and would eliminate the other content areas from the framework. Similarly, this course might target only a subset of the geographic practices, so the practices that students would not be expected to use would be eliminated from the framework. Because of its concentration on one content area, the course might require far more detailed understanding of that content than a broader course, so there could be more content and cognition goals specified under Human Systems than included in a framework for another course. In addition, the description of expectations for competency for each of the content and cognition goals would be much less sophisticated than in a framework of the same scope for a comparable high school course.

**The Content Dimension in AFGS21**

The content dimension of AFGS21 enumerates and describes the geography concepts and principles to be assessed. In AFGS21, the content dimension is segmented into 16 categories corresponding to 16 of the 18 standards from *Geography for Life.*

8 Of the 18 standards, two (Standards 17 and 18) focus on activities. They have been incorporated into the practices portion of the framework’s cognitive dimension.
AFGS21 Matrix

Figure 13. Preview of the 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences.

Download the AFGS21 Matrix at http://education.nationalgeographic.com/media/file/AFGS21_Matrix.xlsx
each of these categories, there are subcategories for the specific content statements that Geography for Life provides for each of the standards. Depending on the standard, there are between one and four subcategories per standard.

Because the framework describes the culmination of the K–12 curriculum, we used the content statements for grades 9-12 to define the content subcategories, but one could construct versions of AFGS21 using elementary school or middle school content statements from Geography for Life.

The Cognitive Dimension in AFGS21

The cognitive dimension of AFGS21 describes expectations for performing geographic thinking and reasoning. AFGS21 divides cognition into two major categories:

1. knowing and understanding geographic principles and phenomena, and
2. geography practices.

Knowing and Understanding in AFGS21

The first category in AFGS21’s cognitive dimension is “knowing and understanding.” From an assessment perspective, knowing and understanding corresponds to the ability to identify, describe, and explain facts and concepts. The ultimate goal of geography education is to cultivate the ability to perform complex reasoning, but knowing geographic facts and understanding geographic concepts is critical for that reasoning. This means that assessments must probe knowing and understanding to accurately characterize students’ progress toward geographic literacy.

The Categories of Geographic Practices in AFGS21

While it is important for students to master the foundational facts and concepts of geography, the geographic advantage comes from the ability to apply this understanding to answer meaningful questions and solve meaningful problems. The central goal of 21st century geography education is to prepare students to be able to reason through questions and problems that they will encounter in their personal, professional, and civic lives.

The geography practices in AFGS21 describe the kinds of activities students should be prepared to perform in order to reason through geographic questions and problems. We divide these practices into six categories, each of which encompasses a set of more specific practices (Table 7).

While these practices are presented as a linear sequence, this should not be interpreted as indicating that they necessarily proceed in this order in practice, or that they should. A geography investigation might start with any one of these practices, and it may even require only one of them. Alternatively, it might move iteratively back and forth between one or more steps. As Figure 14 indicates, the requirements of the specific question or problem and its context should determine which practices are necessary and in what order they should be performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Category</th>
<th>Geographic Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Posing geographic questions</td>
<td>a. Identify problems or questions that can be addressed using geographic principles, models, and data; express problems and questions in geographic terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>a. Identify geographic data that can help to answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Organizing geographic information</td>
<td>b. Collect data (incl. observations or measurements) about geographic phenomena, and/or gather existing data to help answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>a. Identify data analysis strategies that can be used to help solve a geographic problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Answering questions and designing solutions</td>
<td>b. Find and describe spatial and temporal patterns in data, or find data that matches a pattern, to help answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Communicating with geographic information</td>
<td>c. Construct an explanation or prediction for phenomena by comparing data to a principle or model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Demonstrating geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
<td>a. Construct an answer to a question or a solution to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Evaluating one or more answers to a question or solutions to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
<td>b. Evaluate one or more answers to a question or solutions to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Communicating using geographic data, principles, and models to educate or persuade an audience.</td>
<td>a. Communicate using geographic data, principles, and models to educate or persuade an audience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We also note that the term *data* in the descriptions of the specific practices includes both qualitative and quantitative data.

Five categories of geographic practices were derived from the geographic skills described in *Geography for Life*, with one addition, *communicating with geographic information*. This addition makes the framework consistent with the categories of scientific practices described in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 2009 Science framework and the NRC (2012) *Framework for Science Education*. The categories of practices speak directly to the nature of geography, but they also have a clear relationship to the model of inquiry that underlies recent assessment and standards frameworks for science. The relationship among the categories of practices in AFGS21 and the practices as they have been described in recent science and geography education standards and framework documents is illustrated in Table 8.

**The Geographic Practices in AFGS21**

The specific practices in AFGS21 describe the ways that geographic knowledge and understanding can be applied to answer questions and solve problems. While these practices have analogues across the natural and social sciences and engineering, they are distinctively geographic and, as such, contribute to the geographic advantage. For example:

- **Posing and answering geographic questions.** The data that geographers work with often overlap with those from other fields; for example, historians also consider people and places, economists look at patterns within and among human settlements, and ecologists study living and physical systems. Geographic questions differ from other types of questions in that they may look at the same data, but from a spatial perspective. The posing of a geographic question might involve looking at the same data the economist is looking at, but the spatial focus might inspire a question that leads the geographic investigation to incorporate different variables, analyses, and ultimately, to contribute different information to understanding a phenomenon.

- **Collecting, organizing, and creating visualizations of geographic data.** As with any scientific discipline, geography is focused on understanding phenomena. In geography, these are phenomena at or near the surface of the Earth, and involve humans and/or their environment. Geographic data are integral to geographic inquiry because they provide information about the current or historical state of the world that can be used to understand people, places, and the connections between them. A key aspect of geographic data is their association with a specific location; for data to be geographic, they must have a spatial component. Given the association with a location, geographic patterns are particularly visual when displayed across a map, and these visualizations are useful for analyses as well as for communication.

- **Applying geographic theories and models to data.** The use of geographic principles models, theories, and data might be characterized as the “geographic perspective.” Geographic principles, theories, and models are components of geographic content that, when appropriately applied to data, have explanatory and predictive power. These principles focus primarily on spatial relationships between people and places, and they can be used to make sense of patterns in geographic data, answer questions, and construct solutions.

In Table 9, we present some examples of specific geographic practices from AFGS21. These tasks can be used as part of instruction and assessment.

**Using AFGS21 to Develop Specific Assessment Frameworks**

Earlier, we explained that, as a general assessment framework, AFGS21 is designed to serve as a blueprint for the development of targeted assessment frameworks for specific purposes. The Committee’s intent is that
AFGS21 will give rise to a variety of specific frameworks for assessments that measure students’ abilities to engage in complex reasoning and geographic practices. Our objective is to serve a wide range of assessment developers, including:

- committees developing nationwide or statewide assessments to inform policy and practice,
- state and district committees developing assessments for school-level accountability,
- classroom resource (e.g., textbooks and instructional materials) developers creating end-of-unit exams for use by teachers,
- classroom resource developers creating formative assessments for teachers to use to guide and inform instruction,
- researchers designing instruments to evaluate the efficacy of one or more educational curricula or programs,
- district or school committees developing end-of-course exams to assess individual student achievement, and
- classroom teachers developing, refining, and aligning courses to revised state standards using the “backwards design” approach to instructional design (see Wiggins & McTighe, 2005).

Each of these audiences will bring different constraints and goals to the use of AFGS21, and their particular purpose will lead them to create different frameworks. The benefit of AFGS21 is that offers each user a process for developing frameworks and a structure that will enable them to create frameworks that remain faithful to the core content and practices of AFGS21.

The development of a specific geography assessment framework from AFGS21 is a 4-step process:

1. specification of content goals,
2. specification of cognition goals,
3. identification and clarification of performance expectations, and
4. specification of assessment characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posing geographic questions</td>
<td>Asking geographic questions</td>
<td>Asking questions (science) defining problems (engineering)</td>
<td>Scientific questions</td>
<td>Scientific investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>Planning and carrying out investigations</td>
<td>Generation of evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing geographic information</td>
<td>Organizing geographic information</td>
<td>Analyzing and interpreting data</td>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Interpretation of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>Developing and using models</td>
<td>Quantitative applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answering questions and designing solutions</td>
<td>Answering geographic questions</td>
<td>Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)</td>
<td>Evidence-based explanations and models</td>
<td>Evaluation of models, inferences, and experimental results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with geographic information</td>
<td>Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Comparison Between Geographic Practices in the AFGS21 and Geography for Life, and Scientific Practices as They Have Been Conceptualized in Recent Standards and Framework Documents
The primary product of this process is an assessment matrix with content descriptors across the columns, cognition descriptors down the rows, and performance expectations in the cells. The process also results in a set of specifications for assessment developers on how to generate assessments from the matrix, and some drafts of items as models to guide item development.

**Step 1: Specification of Content**

The first step in developing a specific assessment framework from AFGS21 is the identification and description of the content goals for assessment. The framework developer must consider the purpose of the assessment to generate explicit objectives for the content. In many cases, the objectives at the coarsest level will be pre-determined. For example, the development of a statewide assessment typically starts with state standards, and the development of an end-of-course exam typically starts with course objectives and a course outline. However, these objectives may be articulated in a way that combines content with cognition. For example, the Virginia state standards include the following standard for world geography: The student will analyze past and present trends in human migration and cultural interaction as they are influenced by social, economic, political, and environmental factors (Virginia Department of Education, 2008). In this case, the objective would need to be revised to extract the content goal. In addition, objectives generally are expressed too vaguely, or are too broadly conceptual for use in developing assessments, so they must be “unpacked” to describe explicit goals (example in Chapter 5). This unpacking process produces concrete descriptions of the knowledge needed to have proficiency with the content objective, and these descriptions indicate the boundaries and the level of sophistication at which students may be assessed on that knowledge.

The product of Step 1 is a list of content knowledge and concepts that can be used to label the columns in an assessment framework.

**Step 2: Specification of Cognition**

The second step involves considering the goals for the cognitive dimension: specifying what students should know and understand, and the geographic practices they should be able to perform. For example, taking the term “analyze” from the Virginia standard above, the assessment developer must consider: What would be a satisfactory analysis of trends for the purpose of the assessment? Should students be able to perform statistical calculations? Or are observations and descriptions of patterns sufficient? Are there certain kinds of trends in migrations or cultural interactions that students should be able to analyze?

The process of elaborating content objectives is a familiar one to those involved with designing assessments. The process of specifying the first level of geographic cognition, knowing and understanding, also has been explored in detail. By contrast, elaborating geographic practices is much less common. Descriptions of practices to be assessed as detailed as we advocate here are even more rare, so we provide a thorough explanation of how the AFGS21 can serve as a model for completing this step.

9 In this report we distinguish creators of assessment frameworks from creators of assessments. Framework developers create assessment frameworks. Assessment developers use assessment frameworks to build assessments to be administered to students.

Framework developers first need to consider the purpose of their framework to determine which general practices they need to probe. It is not necessary that a framework should include each of the geographic practices, but it is important that the decision to include or exclude practices from an assessment framework be made deliberately. The framework developers must ask: What does the targeted population of students need to be able to do with their geographic knowledge? What kinds of geographic questions and problems should they be able to investigate? What geographic practices would be required for those investigations, and which of those practices should students be assessed on? Based on the answers to these questions, they should select the required rows of the general AFGS21 framework to incorporate into their specific framework.

The first level of geographic practices in the AFGS21, the categories of practices, is described at a general, abstract level. To target precisely the practices that are necessary and sufficient for investigating the geographic questions and problems of interest, the practices must be described more explicitly. For that reason, the Committee has developed a set of prompts to assist framework developers in generating a detailed set of geographic practices (Table 10).

These prompts pose questions about which specific geographic skills, practices, questions, and data are appropriate at different stages of learning, and the amount of structure that a learner at that stage might require. The prompts about structure are based on the model of a learner’s zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978), in other words, the range of tasks that a learner is capable of doing with a certain amount of external...
### Table 9. Examples of Kinds of Tasks That Can Be Used to Demonstrate Competency with Geographic Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Example Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posing geographic questions</td>
<td>a. Identify problems or questions that can be addressed using geographic principles, models, and data; express problems and questions in geographic terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing geographic information</td>
<td>a. Organize data and create representations of data to help solve a problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>a. Identify geographic data that can help to answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>b. Collect data (incl. observations or measurements) about geographic phenomena, and/or gather existing data to help answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>a. Identify data analysis strategies that can be used to help solve a geographic problem or answer a question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>b. Find and describe spatial and temporal patterns in data, or find data that matches a pattern, to help answer a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>c. Construct an explanation or prediction for phenomena by comparing data to a principle or model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answering questions and designing solutions</td>
<td>a. Construct an answer to a question or a solution to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answering questions and designing solutions</td>
<td>b. Evaluate one or more answers to a question or solutions to a problem using geographic principles, models, and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with geographic information</td>
<td>a. Communicate using geographic data, principles, and models to educate or persuade an audience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Describe geographic problems and questions that can be addressed using observations, measurements, geographic concepts, and models.
- Identify and describe the methods with which data can be analyzed.
- Compare the effectiveness of organizational structures or representations.
- Develop explanations for phenomena by comparing relationships and patterns in data to geographic principles and models.
- Answer a question/solve a problem using an analysis of the relevant data to justify the answer.
- Address an audience by writing about, making a representation of, or orally presenting an argument or solution to a geographic problem.
### Table 10. The Geographic Practices with Prompts for Creating a Specific Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Example Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Posing geographic questions** | - What specific kinds of problems and questions are appropriate for students at this stage?  
- How much support and structure do students at this stage require to formulate a question or problem? |
| **Acquiring geographic information** | - What data are appropriate for students at this stage?  
- What forms of observation and measurement techniques are appropriate for students at this stage?  
- Are students capable of designing a data collection protocol independently, or do they require structure and support?  
- What sampling strategies are appropriate for students at this stage?  
- What kinds of archives for existing data are appropriate for students at this stage?  
- How much structure and support do students need to locate and assemble data from existing archives? |
| **Organizing geographic information** | - Which types of maps and other data representations are students prepared to construct and interpret?  
- How refined should the data be before students are asked to organize it?  
- Should students be able to choose how to organize the data, or are they just expected to be able to organize it in a given way? |
| **Analyzing geographic information** | - What data analysis techniques should students at this stage know about and be able to perform?  
- Which kinds of patterns should students be able to identify?  
- What forms and representations of data should students be able to read for patterns?  
- Which processes for identifying patterns in data are appropriate?  
- How much structure do they require for conducting the identification/description process? |
| **Answering Questions and Designing Solutions** | - Are there specific kinds of questions and problems should students be able to respond to?  
- How structured should the response be; should students be expected to use the data and generate a response? Should they be given a response and asked to support it with data? |
| **Communicating with geographic information** | - In what formats should students be expected to communicate?  
- Would students be judged on how well they communicate as well as the appropriateness of the mode of communication that they choose or the quality of the supporting information?  
- Should students be able to select the appropriate supporting information or should that be given to them?  
- Are there certain audiences students should be prepared to communicate an argument or solution to? |
structure or support. For example, at one moment in a process of learning and development, a learner might be able to interpret spatial patterns on a map with the assistance of a sequence of prompting questions. At a later stage, students might be expected to complete the same task without any external support or structure. So, the framework developer must consider the stage of learning that is appropriate to expect for the population of students that will be assessed.

To develop an assessment framework tailored for a specific purpose, framework developers may use these prompts and their understanding of the audience to create specific descriptions of practices to be assessed. Framework developers might find a different set of prompts more suitable for describing the expectations for their particular population, so they should not be limited to this list of questions, but they could consider it a model for creating their own prompts.

The product of Step 2 is a list of practices that are used to label the rows in the assessment matrix.

**Step 3: Identification and Elaboration of Performance Expectations**

In the third step, framework developers use the intersections of the two dimensions to systematically define a set of performance expectations that describe the application of practices to content.

The description of performance expectations is created by filling in the cells in the body of the assessment matrix with a statement that combines the content from the column and the cognition from the row. When the cells are all filled in, they encompass the full range of the performances that could be assessed across the domain. Each of the cells is filled with at least one assessable description of what students should know and be able to do. Depending on the breadth of content in the column and the range of cognition in the row, there can be a large number of possible performance expectations in each cell. The decision about how comprehensive the cell should be depends on the purpose of the assessment. A framework that will be used to generate formative and summative assessments, for example, might require several performance expectations for each cell. Performance expectations always should be reviewed to ensure that they are clear, concrete, and specific enough to provide sufficient guidance for assessment developers.

Once the performance expectations have been written, framework developers should provide guidance to assessment developers on how to select performance expectations to use in developing items. In most cases, there will be more performance expectations in a framework than can be practically assessed, so framework developers should indicate to item writers how to sample across the matrix in a manner that would reflect their priorities. This can be communicated by attaching a weight to each performance expectation or section of the matrix to signal how often items that probe those cells should be represented, as in Table 5. Alternatively, framework developers can simply select which cells are the priorities for the item developers, which is the approach used in the example framework in Chapter 5. In that example, specific cells on the matrix are highlighted for developers to indicate that the performance expectations in those cells should be assessed.

The product of Step 3 is a completed assessment matrix for the specific assessment framework together with guidance on how to sample from the performance expectations in the cells.

**Step 4: Specification of Assessment Characteristics**

In the fourth step, for each performance expectation framework developers specify types of items, including cognitive demands and item formats. The cognitive demands (see details in Chapter 3) describe the degree to which students are expected to manipulate information to complete an item. For example, the framework developers could designate that an item probing a certain cell should draw on declarative knowledge, whereas an item probing another performance should test students’ procedural knowledge. There could be more than one item probing the same performance expectation, but each item tests students’ competency at a different cognitive level. Most importantly, there should be a range of cognitive demands specified across the framework matrix.

Likewise, framework developers should consider the nature of the performance expectation and cognitive demand to designate an item format for each cell that will be assessed to ensure that students have a variety of opportunities to demonstrate their competencies. In deciding item formats, the following factors should be considered (see Table 2): the purpose of the assessment, the construct measured, practical constraints that the assessment developers will be operating under, the context in which the assessment will be administered and scored, the student population that will be assessed, and the way the assessment information is to be used. These factors will guide the specifications in the development process to ensure that a variety of formats are being used across the matrix, and ideally, that students are given the opportunity to be assessed on any performance using multiple forms.
In addition to specifying item types, we recommend that framework developers also provide sample items to assessment developers to ensure that they are communicating their intent. These samples should illustrate the approach that framework developers recommend, including format, cognitive demand, and other characteristics. Providing samples helps to give assessment developers an understanding of the kind of information that the framework developers want the assessments to collect about the students.

The product of Step 4 is a specification of the kinds of items that assessment developers should use in the construction of the assessment, as well as prototype items that fit these specifications.

**Implications for Improving Geography Education**

As a general framework, the primary role for AFGS21 is to communicate what should be assessed and how an assessment can be built around those objectives. Its central message is that the goal of geography education is a balance of the main components in the cognitive dimension: knowing, understanding, and engaging in practices.

Beyond its communicative function, the framework has a practical role: to support the creation of frameworks targeted to specific purposes, which in turn, will guide the design of high-quality assessments that advance the goals of geography education. When used in this way, the framework serves as a blueprint for frameworks that can serve these purposes in a concrete and practical way. These specific frameworks will convey to assessment developers the importance of balance among knowing, understanding, and engaging in practices and the integration of practices with content that are embodied in AFGS21’s structure. To illustrate what this might look like in practice, we provide an example of the process of developing a specific framework using AFGS21 in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5: An Example Geography Assessment Framework

In the previous chapter, we introduced a general assessment framework for geography, the *21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences* (AFGS21). We describe it as a general framework because it is too broad for practical use; it encompasses the entire set of content standards from the second edition of *Geography for Life: National Geography Standards* (Heffron & Downs, 2012) and all of the geographic practices. The purpose of AFGS21 is to serve as a blueprint or template for specific assessment frameworks with narrower scope of content and practices. In Chapter 4, we also described a procedure for creating specific frameworks for a targeted set of learning objectives and audiences from the general AFGS21 framework. In this chapter, we give an example of that process and its products.10

To generate this example, the Committee convened a working group with the charge of creating an assessment framework from AFGS21 for a specific purpose and context. The process was set up to follow as closely as possible the process that a working group from a school district or state agency would follow. In the remainder of the chapter, we describe the entire process from determining the composition of the working group, to creating the assessment matrix, to creating sample assessment items.

### Assembling the Framework Development Team

The construction of an assessment framework requires a team with expertise in the content, assessment, teaching, and in some cases, policy of geography (Shavelson et al., 2008). Assessment experts often can manage the technical aspects behind what needs to be in a framework, but capturing the essential learning goals requires an understanding of the discipline that only a content expert can bring. In turn, a content expert can ensure accuracy to the discipline, but an educator also must be involved to check that expectations are reasonable and appropriate for the students. Finally, for large-scale assessments district or state administrators are required to bring an understanding of how the assessments will be used within the educational system.

In the development of the assessment framework presented here, we assembled a team consisting of experts in geography and assessment, classroom geography teachers, and district and state-level administrators. The team worked together to outline goals, create a framework, and describe specifications for item developers. The team was led by the Assessment Committee’s research director.

### Preparing the Team

The framework development team was given the task of developing an assessment framework for a six-week high school unit on human settlement. They were asked to undertake this task as if the framework was to be used for developing assessments to be used in several different settings across a district or a state. To make the task concrete, they were told that the unit would cover a cluster of high school social studies standards from Virginia, so their assessment framework should be designed around assessing those standards. They also were encouraged to integrate assessment of Virginia standards for English and mathematics if appropriate.

Prior to the development team beginning their work, we clarified how the assessment framework they were being asked to create might be used by a school or district. They were told to approach their task as if their framework was going to be used as part of an explicit effort to move instruction beyond “knowing and understanding” to include geographic practices. So, we asked them to think about their assessment framework as part of a strategy for communicating the importance of teaching geographic content and how that content can be used to answer questions and solve problems using geographic practices.

We also told the team that the framework and the performance expectations in the framework should support the creation of both formative and summative assessments for teachers and, potentially, the design of large-scale assessments for districts or states. As part of developing this framework, we asked them to create sample assessments. Specifically, we requested examples of formative assessments for use during project-based instruction and examples of summative assessments that could be used as part of an end-of-unit or end-of-year assessment of student’s overall understanding of content and practices from the unit.

---

10 This chapter includes excerpts of the example framework and drafts of assessments derived from the framework. See Appendix B for the entire example framework and drafts of formative and summative assessments designed to be models for assessment developers to follow.
Finally, the development team was told that this example was not intended to serve as a practical assessment framework—in part because that would require more extensive review, and in part because we would not have time to fill in all of the columns. Instead, it would be an illustration of the process of generating a specific assessment framework based on the generic framework, AFGS21.

The specific standards that the development team was given to work from were from the Virginia 12th grade Social Studies Standards (Virginia Department of Education, 2008):

**Standards for World Geography (WG)**

**WG.5** The student will compare and contrast the distribution, growth rates, and characteristics of human population in terms of settlement patterns and the location of natural and capital resources.

**WG.7** The student will identify types of natural, human, and capital resources and explain their significance by

a) showing their influence on patterns of economic activity and land use, and

b) evaluating perspectives and consequences regarding the use of resources.

**WG.9** The student will analyze the global patterns and networks of economic interdependence by

a) identifying factors, including comparative advantage, that influence economic activities and trade;

b) describing ways that economic and social interactions have changed over time and

c) mapping, describing, and evaluating the formation of economic unions.

**WG.11** The student will analyze the patterns of urban development by

a) applying the concepts of site and situation to major cities in each region,

b) explaining how the functions of towns and cities have changed over time, and

a) describing the unique influence of urban areas and some challenges they face.

**Skills for World Geography**

**WG.1** The student will use maps, globes, satellite images, photographs, or diagrams to

a) obtain geographical information about the world’s countries, cities, and environments;

b) apply the concepts of location, scale, map projection, or orientation;

c) develop and refine mental maps of world regions;

d) create and compare political, physical, and thematic maps and

e) analyze and explain how different cultures use maps and other visual images to reflect their own interests and ambitions.

**WG.12** The student will apply geography to interpret the past, understand the present, and plan for the future by

a) using geographic knowledge, skills, and perspectives to analyze problems and make decisions and

b) relating current events to the physical and human characteristics of places and regions.

**Standards for 12th Grade English**

**12.1** The student will make a five- to ten-minute formal oral presentation.

a) Choose the purpose of the presentation: to defend a position, to entertain an audience, or to explain information.

b) Use a well-structured narrative or logical argument.

c) Use details, illustrations, statistics, comparisons, and analogies to support purposes.

d) Use visual aids or technology to support presentation.

e) Use grammatically correct language, including vocabulary appropriate to the topic, audience, and purpose.

**12.2** The student will evaluate formal presentations.

a) Critique relationships among purpose, audience, and content of presentations.

b) Critique effectiveness of presentations.

**12.4** The student will read and analyze a variety of informational materials, including electronic resources.

a) Identify formats common to new publications and information resources.

b) Recognize and apply specialized informational vocabulary.

c) Evaluate a product based on analysis of the accompanying warranty and instruction manual.

d) Evaluate the quality of informational and technical materials.
12.8 The student will write documented research papers.
   a) Identify and understand the ethical issues of research and documentation.
   b) Evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of information.
   c) Synthesize information to support the thesis.
   d) Present information in a logical manner.
   e) Cite sources of information, using a standard method of documentation, such as that of the Modern Language Association (MLA) or the American Psychological Association (APA).
   f) Edit copies for correct use of language, spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
   g) Proofread final copy and prepare document for publication or submission.

Developing the Framework
The framework development process took place in two parts: matrix development and specification of assessment characteristics.

Part 1. Developing the Assessment Matrix

Step 1: Selection and description of content categories. The first step in creating an assessment matrix from AFGS21 is selecting the content to be covered and categorizing it into the columns that organize the content dimension. Drawing on the team’s understanding of the domain and experience with teaching these topics to high school students, the team proposed that the framework should include the six categories of content as shown in Figure 15. Because time was limited, the team was asked to select only four of the six themes to flesh out for the example framework. The categories they selected are indicated with an asterisk.

With the content categories defined, the next step is to elaborate them in the form of statements that describe in more detail what students will need to know and understand. Because these are descriptions of content, not cognition, these content statements take the form of principles, concepts, and models. To identify the content statements for their framework, the team posed questions about what concepts, principles, and models are essential for the kind of reasoning about human settlements that students might encounter around them or in the news. For example, the team articulated the concept in Figure 16 to describe that set of relationships that students should know and understand to be able to address questions and problems around resource distribution.

Step 2: Selection and description of cognition categories. Once the content categories have been defined in explicit statements, the next step is to select and define the categories of cognition to be assessed. Unless the assessment framework is being used exclusively to develop items that require practices, then the “knowing” and “understanding” categories always are included in a framework. For the example framework, the development team considered all 12 of the geographic practices under the six practice categories, and they described in detail what they thought high school students should be able to do with geographic data by the end of a six-week unit on human settlement. These practices are not an exhaustive list of everything that could be assessed; they represent what the group, based on their expertise, decided were high priorities for geographic reasoning.

Figure 15. Content Categories for a High School Unit on Human Settlement

*1. Resource distribution
   2. Safety and security
*3. People design places
*4. Systems of interconnections
*5. Characteristics of people and places
   6. Urban change

The resources needed to fulfill human needs are unevenly distributed across space and over time, which influences the location, size, and spatial organization of settlements, and requires movement of resources and people between places.

Figure 16. An Example of a Content Statement
Under the Resource Distribution Content Category for the Example Framework

Figure 17. An Example of a Set of Geographic Practices Specified for the Cognition Dimension of the Example Framework

4b. Find and describe spatial and temporal patterns in data, or find data that match a pattern, to help answer a question or solve a problem.

Students find patterns in data including clusters and nodes, edges and boundaries, population pyramids, anomalies to patterns and arrangements, gradation, size, hierarchy, sequences, and order across space.
around the topic of human settlement. For example, Figure 17 shows that for practice 4b under “Analyze Geographic Information,” the development team specified the following set of spatial and temporal patterns that high school students might look for to answer geographic questions and to solve problems around human settlements.

The process of specifying the content and cognition dimensions is necessarily iterative; as the team moved to the next step and started considering specific phenomena and what students would need to do with that phenomena to answer geographic questions and solve problems, they continually returned to the descriptions of content and cognition to make sure that all of the knowledge, skills, and practices students would need were represented. Underlying all decisions were questions about what is appropriate for high school students, what is reasonable for a six-week unit, and what are realistic expectations in terms of resources available to public school classrooms.

**Step 3: Description of performance expectations—know and understand statements.** Once the two dimensions of the matrix have been laid out, the next step is to begin describing performance expectations. The team started specifying performance expectations by focusing on the first two rows, the *Knowing and Understanding* statements. They began with the concepts and conceptual models that had been described for the content dimension in Step 1, and they translated its components into assessable *knowing* statements. The team considered everything students would need to know to recognize, identify, define, or describe to show that they know each concept and how they function. The team went through the same process with the *understanding* category. Again, they started with the concepts and translated their components into assessable statements where students have to describe a complex system of relationships or explain how or why a phenomenon occurs. For example, Figure 18 shows the performance expectations describing what students should be able to *identify or describe* to have the knowledge they will need for resource distribution.

The performance expectations in the *Knowing and Understanding* rows will be used as the objectives for assessing students’ competence with the content. The performances in these two rows require only content knowledge, whereas all performances in the rest of the matrix ask students to apply elements of this content to geographic questions and problems using geographic practices.

**Step 4: Description of performance expectations—geographic practices.** To describe performance expectations for the *Geographic Practices* rows, the team crossed the conceptual model in the content dimension with the practice in the cognition dimension; in the cell where they intersect the team described something a student could be expected to do that would show that the student could use both the content and the practice to answer a geographic question or solve a problem. The team used the specific *Knowing and Understanding* statements and specific skills and practices to generate these concrete descriptions. Team members also brainstormed phenomena that they would like students to have experience reasoning through, and they used that as a context to help identify appropriate, realistic, and engaging performances. For example, under Resource Distribution on the content dimension and *Construct an Explanation or Prediction* in the practices dimension, they describe performance expectations (Figure 19).

The development team articulated the performance expectations in such a way that any performance could be assessed with a variety of different contexts. Therefore, any performance could be assessed multiple
times in multiple ways, providing deep insight into the students’ competence with each objective. Furthermore, multiple items aligned to the same performance expectation could require different cognitive demands, or could use different item formats, each providing distinct information about a students’ ability to reason around that content and practice.

Part 2. Specifying Assessment Characteristics

Once the development team had filled in all of the performance expectation cells (see the finished framework in Appendix B), the team turned its attention toward characteristics of items for the assessment. They were given two different purposes for assessment: (1) one was to be a formative assessment, designed to elicit student thinking with each of the selected performances, such that the teacher could diagnose if each student was developing the desired competency, and if not, where the student was getting confused; and (2) the other assessment was to be a summative assessment of student achievement, designed to sample student competencies at a broader scale across the whole matrix. These items would evaluate how well the student mastered the performance expectations. Although the items would span a wide range of difficulty so the teacher can capture students’ who lie on the upper and lower ends of the spectrum of mastery, the items would not need to provide detailed information about the students’ incorrect thinking. The team split into two groups, one for each assessment.

Step 5a: Development of a project-based learning and performance assessment. The formative assessment group described a specific problem that a high school class might investigate to illustrate how the framework could be used to structure project-based learning and performance assessments around the performance expectations described in the framework. The project is designed to provide students with experience applying their knowledge of concepts around resource distribution using some of the geographic practices, such as identifying questions that can be addressed using geographic principles, models and data, and expressing those questions in geographic terms. The group then designed prompts for the teacher to use to check students’ progress toward competency with the performance expectation throughout the project, and a scoring rubric to evaluate their responses. Figure 20 shows a task given to students as part of the project in which students propose a geographic question that they could investigate in an effort to solve a geographic problem. The activity provides information to help teachers evaluate how well their students are mastering this practice (see the rubric illustrated in Table 11).

Step 5b: Development of an assessment for achievement. The achievement assessment group evaluated the entire matrix, and discussed priorities for a 45-minute long end-of-unit test. The group decided that Practices 1 (posing questions) and 6 (communicating) would be more effectively assessed through embedded performance assessments, such as an end-of-project evaluation of students’ products, so those rows were eliminated from consideration for their assessment. The group then selected a set of cells from the matrix to use for item development, at least two from each row and each column to ensure that each part of the content and cognition dimension was being assessed in more than one way (Table 12).

The group then created a smaller matrix consisting only of the cells they aimed to target with this test, and the group added item development recommendations about item characteristics (Table 12). This distribution ensures that the test will cover the range of item formats and cognitive demand across the practices and content, allowing students opportunities to demonstrate their competencies in different ways and at different levels. A

Figure 19. Performance Expectations for the Example Framework for Resource Distribution (Content) and Construct an Explanation or Prediction (Cognition)

- Compare trends of changes to resource demands by a settlement that has been studied to the resource demands of a settlement with similar characteristics to make a prediction about how demands may change in the future.
- Evaluate how well a pattern of settlement could be explained by dependence on a resource using models of how different populations depend on resources based on economic factors, social factors, cultural factors, or environmental factors.
- Evaluate implications of different decisions on how to distribute access to a resource by comparing each option to an appropriate model of how allowing or limiting access to that resource affects a population, such as comparing how allowing open enrollment to a school has affected the students, the community around the school, and communities in the region.
Table 11. Scoring Rubric for Formative Assessments Embedded in a Project Aligned with the Example Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posing geographic questions</td>
<td>Limited participation in brainstorming of possible geographic questions</td>
<td>Actively participates in brainstorming of possible geographic questions</td>
<td>Takes leadership role in brainstorming of possible geographic questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poses questions related to the overarching project that may not be geographic, investigable, or relevant</td>
<td>Poses geographic questions related to the overarching project some of which are investigable or relevant</td>
<td>Poses multiple, investigable, relevant geographic questions related to the overarching project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring geographic information</td>
<td>Loosely connects the data to the question and assesses the quality of the data for the question (obvious gaps are present)</td>
<td>Connects the data to the questions and assesses the quality of the data for the question (minor gaps may exist)</td>
<td>Thoroughly connects the data to the questions, and assesses the quality of the data for the question (no gaps are present)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May not identify parts of questions that are addressed by existing data; specifies some data, not necessarily geographic, to address those questions</td>
<td>Identifies some parts of questions that are not addressed by existing data; specifies geographic data to address those questions</td>
<td>Identifies all parts of questions that are not addressed by existing data; specifies a variety of geographic data and sources to address those questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing geographic information</td>
<td>Identifies existing theories with which to construct an explanation (may not be appropriate or geographic)</td>
<td>Identifies appropriate existing geographic theories with which to construct an explanation</td>
<td>Identifies a range of appropriate existing geographic theories with which to construct an explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructs a limited explanation; may not fully compare interpretation of the data to existing theories or models</td>
<td>Constructs an explanation that compares interpretation of the data to existing theories or models</td>
<td>Constructs an explanation that fully compares interpretation of the data to the range of possible existing theories or models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluates how well the theory or model explains the data (obvious gaps are present)</td>
<td>Evaluates how well the theory or model explains the data (minor gaps may exist)</td>
<td>Evaluates how well the theory or model explains the data (no gaps are present)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing geographic information</td>
<td>May or may not determine if the initial geographic guiding question needs to be refined or revisited and, if needed, partially updates the question and analysis</td>
<td>Determines if the initial geographic guiding question needs to be refined or revisited and, if needed, updates the question and analysis</td>
<td>Determines if the initial geographic guiding question needs to be refined or revisited and, if needed, thoroughly updates the question and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructs answers to the question that are consistent with the data. Uses the explanations constructed to support the answers (obvious gaps are present)</td>
<td>Constructs answers to the question that are consistent with the data; uses the explanations constructed to support the answers (some gaps may exist)</td>
<td>Constructs thorough answers to the question that are consistent with the data; uses the explanations constructed to support the answers (no gaps exist)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses the answers to propose a partial solution to the overarching geographic problem</td>
<td>Uses the answers to propose a solution to the overarching geographic problem.</td>
<td>Uses the answers to propose multiple solutions to the overarching geographic problem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answering questions and designing solutions</td>
<td>Partially identifies the level of detail and types of representations appropriate for the intended audience (obvious gaps are present)</td>
<td>Identifies the level of detail and types of representations appropriate for the intended audience (some gaps may exist)</td>
<td>Completely identifies the level of detail and types of representations appropriate for the intended audience (no gaps exist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produces and delivers an incomplete presentation communicating possible solutions to the overarching problem</td>
<td>Produces and delivers an effective and geographically supported presentation communicating possible solutions to the overarching problem (minor gaps may exist)</td>
<td>Produces and delivers a convincing and geographically sound presentation communicating possible solutions to the overarching problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with geographic information</td>
<td>Partially answers questions from the audience by referring to data, analysis and constructed representations</td>
<td>Answers questions from the audience by referring to data, analysis, and constructed representations</td>
<td>Comprehensively answers questions from the audience by referring to data, analysis, and constructed representations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
test with items that sample the domain with this scope of content, practices, cognitive demands, and item formats also provides teachers a depth of information that can be used to evaluate how well students mastered the topic and that can be used to pinpoint areas of weakness.

**Step 6: Development of sample item outlines.** The group recognized that the framework is a result of extensive conversations about how the high school students could be assessed on their development of knowledge and skills for this unit. The framework captures the essence of these discussions, but the group also wanted to ensure they were conveying their vision of how the items based on this framework might look. To that end, the group brainstormed several item outlines based on the framework specifications that item developers could use as guides for realizing the group’s conceptualization of items (Figure 21). These descriptions are just conceptions of what an item aligned to the framework might look like. Although the descriptions are incomplete and they have not been validated, they serve as another type of recommendation to help item developers interpret the intent of the assessment framework experts.

**Table 12. Matrix with Specifications for Item Developers for the Distribution of Items for a High School End-of-Unit Exam on Human Settlement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Distribution</th>
<th>People Design Places</th>
<th>Systems of Interconnections</th>
<th>Characteristics of People and Places</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowing and understanding</strong></td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Posing geographic questions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquiring geographic information</strong></td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td>constructed response</td>
<td>constructed response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizing geographic information</strong></td>
<td>constructed response</td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td>selected response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analyzing geographic information</strong></td>
<td>constructed response</td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td>constructed response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answering questions and designing solutions</strong></td>
<td>constructed response</td>
<td>selected response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicating using geographic information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item 1

Content: The nature of settlements is influenced by the interaction of characteristics of populations and physical environments.

Cognition: Identify geographic data that can help to answer a question or solve a problem.

Cognitive demand: strategic

Item format: constructed response-short answer

Performance expectation: Identify resources and data that would help answer a question about impact of policy decisions made for a settlement on how the population interacts with the physical environment.

A city has a problem that people are not recycling plastic bottles, and the bottles are ending up in the rivers and lakes. The city officials are trying to determine if they should institute a deposit fee, so they have asked your class to determine if a refundable bottle deposit would be an effective strategy for increasing recycling rates. Use the two maps below to analyze how effective deposit fees have been in other regions.

1. One map shows the distribution of deposit fees for plastic bottles.

2. The other map shows the incidence of plastic bottles in watersheds (landfill). The map needs to make watersheds clear so that students can identify a relationship between rivers and density of bottles on the landscape.

Is there any other information you would need to perform this analysis?

Item 2

Content: The nature of settlements is influenced by the interaction of characteristics of populations and physical environments.

Cognition: Find and describe spatial and temporal patterns in data, or find data that match a pattern, to help answer a question or solve a problem.

Cognitive demand: schematic

Item format: selected response

Performance expectation: Describe patterns or relationships shown between the maps using concepts of density and gradient.

Compare the two maps. Are there patterns to where most bottles are found and the fewest bottles are found across the region? Where the bottles are, are there any patterns to where they appear within the landscape?

- Students should note where the highest density of bottles occur relative to areas where deposit fees are charged.

- Students should note where the highest density of bottles occur relative to watershed features.

Item 3

Content: The nature of settlements is influenced by the interaction of characteristics of populations and physical environments.

Cognition: Construct an explanation or prediction for phenomena by comparing data to a model or theory.

Cognitive demand: schematic

Item format: constructed response

Performance expectation: Make a prediction about how policy decisions made for a settlement will impact the population and landscape using observations about their relationship.

Justify whether a bottle deposit fee would be an effective strategy for increasing recycling rates using the patterns observed in the maps.
Conclusion

The matrix, assessment specifications, project outline, and items in this chapter comprise a specific assessment framework. The description of the process illustrates how a framework for a specific purpose can be created from the AFGS21. In addition, this example shows how AFGS21 can be used to align formative and summative assessment goals, where formative assessments monitor students’ progress toward the goals and summative assessments evaluate how well students achieved those goals by the end of the instruction. Finally, the example shows how the framework matrix can be used to ensure that assessment developers probe the full range of targeted objectives, and that assessments provide learners with a variety of opportunities to demonstrate mastery or reveal weaknesses for each objective.
Chapter 6: Recommendations

Over the course of this report, we have built a case for the role that assessment can play in improving teaching and learning of geography. We also have presented evidence that current assessments of geography, by and large, do not capture the information needed to improve geography teaching and learning.

In this chapter, we present a set of specific recommendations for actions that will lead to the development of assessments that will support instructional improvement in geographical sciences. These recommendations are targeted at educators, policy makers, and funders.

A Focus on Assessment in Efforts to Improve Geography Education

The Committee believes that a focus on assessment, formative and summative, should be integral to any efforts to improve geographic education. According to our research, few classroom materials for geography are accompanied by high-quality assessments to assist teachers and students in monitoring learning. In addition, in the 2010-2011 academic year, fewer than one-third of states required students to take a high school exit exam or end-of-course assessment that assessed geographic knowledge or practices (Unpublished Geography Education National Implementation Project report, 2012). The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assesses geography for elementary, middle, and high school students across the United States, but these tests have been occurring at seven- to nine-year intervals. Well-designed, properly timed assessments can provide every stakeholder in the system, from students to teachers to policy makers, with crucial information for improving teaching and learning.

Therefore, the Committee recommends:

1. **Current state and national efforts to evaluate the status of geographic literacy should be continued, and additional resources should be allocated to improve and expand them. In particular, we recommend that the NAEP Geography assessment should be conducted at intervals consistent with other subjects of critical importance for workforce preparation and national security, such as science (which is conducted every four to five years) and math (conducted every two years).**

A New Approach to the Assessment of Geography

To be useful for instructional improvement, assessments should capture the behaviors that the instruction is designed to cultivate. In the case of geography, that includes the ability to answer questions and solve problems by reasoning with geographic evidence. Our research indicates that existing geography assessments do not reflect the importance of these skills. As a result, existing assessments evaluate performances that are not representative of the objectives of geography education. Further, current assessments do not signal to educators and learners what those objectives are in the way that assessments should.

Therefore, the Committee recommends:

2. **Assessments for geography should reflect the ways that geographic knowledge and skills are used in the world, including using evidence-based reasoning, problem solving, and communication.**

The Committee has developed the *21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences (AFGS21)* to be used as a blueprint for this approach to assessment, and we have provided guidelines for using AFGS21 to create assessment frameworks for specific contexts and purposes.

Therefore, the Committee recommends:

3. **The 21st Century Assessment Framework for the Geographical Sciences should be used as the basis for designing the next generation of assessment frameworks and assessments for geography.**

Because large-scale tests influence assessments conducted at the district, school, and classroom levels, it is particularly important that the tests represent the kind of 21st century geographic thinking on which we expect students to be assessed.

Therefore, the Committee recommends:

4. **The NAEP assessment framework for geography should be revised to reflect this 21st century approach to assessment of geographic thinking.**

The Committee considers the version of AFGS21 in this report to serve as a starting point, not a final
product. This general assessment framework should undergo continuing research and development to ensure that it can be used successfully to guide the development of assessments of the nature and quality that we are advocating in this report.

**Therefore, the Committee recommends:**

5. AFGS21 should be a focus of ongoing research and development in framework and assessment development for geography that will lead to continuous improvements in assessment of K-12 geography knowledge and skills.

6. A program of research should be initiated immediately to study learning progressions in geographic practices over the K-12 timeline and to study techniques for assessing mastery of geographic practices at all levels. The results of this research should be used to inform the refinement of the articulation of expectations for content and cognition in AFGS21.

**Shared Frameworks and Assessments**

The geography education reform community is small and has few resources. Therefore, these resources must be applied strategically and efficiently.

**Therefore, the Committee recommends:**

7. The field should develop a set of shared frameworks and assessments to serve assessment needs across a broad range of instructional improvement efforts. These should be addressed to areas of high need and broad applicability. For example: facility with map interpretation and analysis at an elementary level; key issues in human geography at elementary, middle, and high school levels; human-environmental interactions at middle and high school levels; environmental dynamics at elementary and middle school levels; and facility with geospatial technologies at a high school level.

**Capacity Building**

The degree to which the implementation of the recommendations in this report is successful will depend on the field’s capacity to execute them. Specifically, we need professionals with the necessary geography expertise and assessment development training and experience to develop effective assessment frameworks, items, and instruments for geography. We need educators who have been trained in the best practices for incorporating assessments and their results to inform teaching and learning in the classroom.11 Finally, we need educators and policy makers who have the expertise to make well-founded decisions based on the results of these assessments. Although expertise with creating assessments and integrating them into classroom practice is not abundant in the broad education community, it is vastly under-represented in the small and historically under-resourced geographic education community.

**Therefore, the Committee recommends:**

8. The field should invest in training and professional development programs to cultivate the assessment professionals that the geography education community needs, and to prepare teachers and policy makers to use and learn from a new generation of assessments.

**Knowledge Base**

A lack of research has impeded the Committee’s efforts to develop empirically based guidelines for determining what geographic content and practices students at different grade levels should be assessed on and how they should be assessed.12

**Therefore, the Committee recommends:**

9. A substantial investment should be made in the development of research and experience based on: (1) the nature of understanding, reasoning, and learning geography to inform assessment design; and (2) techniques for assessing understanding and reasoning in geography.

---

11 Recommendation 2 in the Road Map Project report on Instructional Materials and Professional Development also relates to the preparation of teachers for the use of assessments (Schell, Roth, & Mohan, 2013).

12 The Road Map Project report on Geography Education Research also contains recommendations about the need for research that can inform the design and use of assessments (Bednarz, Heffron, & Huynh, 2013).
Appendix A: Additional Details About the Assessment Study

In this appendix, we provide additional details about the methods used in the study of current assessment practices described in Chapter 3. Specifically, we describe how items were selected for study, how they were coded, and how the codes were analyzed.

Item Selection

The process of selecting items for analysis consisted of a collection phase, a sampling phase, and a filtering phase.

In the collection phase, we created a database of geographic education materials that were likely to have assessment items, including all of the most recently released state, national, and international (English-speaking countries only) assessments. Our database also includes all classroom geography units that were accessible through Social Studies School Service, Amazon.com, the National Council for Geography Education, the College Board, Social Studies Central, and the Library of Congress. In many states, geography is not tested separately from other subjects, so we included both the science and social studies tests in those instances.

We randomly selected resources from the database separately by resource type, but we found that almost 60% of the classroom units selected had no assessments that fit our coding criteria, which resulted in under-sampling in that category overall and a significant bias toward middle school (Table A1). In addition, textbooks had so many items that they would be overrepresented in the study if we sampled them using the same method, and there was little variation between textbooks. So instead of sampling several textbooks, we chose one of the most widely used textbooks, and coded all of the items in each of the randomly selected chapters.

The methodological differences between sampling across the large-scale and classroom assessment categories led us to report the results separately. Selection of a representative sample was far more straightforward for large-scale assessments, so for the purpose of this report we focus the results mainly on those items, though we show results of classroom assessments where we find those results to be particularly relevant.

In the filtering phase, we eliminated items that did not assess geography by determining if the items assessed content or practices from any of the six essential elements in Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (Heffron & Downs, 2012).

The number of resources selected includes the number selected through random sampling of the list of resources (Table A2). The number of resources coded eliminates the resources with no geography items and also eliminates the resources included in assessments that were not available to the public.

Item Coding

Items selected for the study were coded according to our taxonomy for geographic assessments (Table 6), which describes item characteristics, targeted abilities, and confounding factors. In the sections below, we describe each of these coding categories and the codes that were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of resources</th>
<th>Large Scale</th>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of resources selected</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of resources coded</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of resources coded</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Item Characteristics

The assessment setting describes whether the item is designed as a proximal or distal evaluation of student learning. This category classifies items intended for a large-scale setting, including state, national, and international tests, or in a classroom setting, which includes items designed to accompany a geography unit or a ge-
The grade band indicates whether the item is targeted to students in elementary, middle, or high school. In rare cases items are intended for more than one grade band, so we included those items with the lowest targeted grade.

Item format records how the question was asked, specifically how structured the question and responses are. Highly constrained response formats include multiple-choice items, which are characterized by whether the question is written with a complete or incomplete stem (e.g., fill-in-the-blank), in addition to the less common true/false and matching formats. Open-ended item structures include short answer, which is limited to words and phrases or partial sentences, whereas the paragraph and essays category includes multiple-sentence responses. An additional open-ended item format that is occasionally used in geography assessments asks students to construct a representation.

Type of representation characterizes the representation(s) used in the item so that we can collect data on what information, other than text, students are asked to evaluate as part of the item. For items that have a representation, this category records if it is an illustration or photograph, map or globe, graph or table, diagram, or document.

Targeted Ability
These categories describe what is being assessed by the item, including the content, practices, and how students are being asked to use the content and practices.

Geographic content describes the geographic content knowledge assessed by the item (Table A3). These categories are taken directly from the K–12 national standards recommendations Geography for Life. Each of these categories is discussed in detail in Geography for Life. The five categories included in the study are the essential elements that target geography content knowledge. There is a sixth essential element, The Uses of Geography, which we consider to be outside of the content domain.

Geographic practices scored for the study are the geographic practices as described in AFGS21 (see Chapter 1), with the exception of collecting and organizing geographic information, which was considered one practice category for this study, but has been split into two categories in AFGS21. These categories are explained in depth in Chapter 4. If an item assesses a practice, but the practice is not specifically geographic, such as reading a bar graph, the item was scored as requiring no geographic practices.

### Table A3. Essential Elements and Standards from Geography for Life (2nd ed.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The World in Spatial Terms</th>
<th>The National Geography Standards: Geography for Life (2nd ed.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How to use maps and other geographic representations, geospatial technologies, and spatial thinking to understand and communicate information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How to use mental maps to organize information about people, places, and environments in a spatial context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How to analyze the spatial organization of people, places, and environments on Earth's surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places and Regions</td>
<td>4. The physical and human characteristics of places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. That people create regions to interpret Earth's complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How culture and experience influence people's perceptions of places and regions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Systems</td>
<td>7. The physical processes that shape the patterns of Earth's surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The characteristics and spatial distribution of ecosystems and biomes on Earth’s surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Systems</td>
<td>9. The characteristics, distribution, and migration of human populations on Earth’s surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The characteristics, distribution, and complexity of Earth’s cultural mosaics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The patterns and networks of economic interdependence on Earth’s surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The processes, patterns, and functions of human settlement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. How the forces of cooperation and conflict among people influence the division and control of Earth’s surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Society</td>
<td>14. How human actions modify the physical environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. How physical systems affect human systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. The changes that occur in the meaning, use, distribution, and importance of resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The sixth element is not included because it involves geographic practices, which are described in the cognitive dimension.
The **cognitive demands** category characterizes the degree to which students are asked to process information as shown in Table A4 (Li, Ruiz-Primo, & Shavelson, 2006; Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson, Hamilton, & Klein, 2002). Items that ask students to respond with declarative knowledge impose the lowest cognitive demand, while strategic knowledge requires the highest cognitive level by asking students to understand a topic at a sophisticated level such that they know how and when to apply practices and content to a new problem in a new setting.

**Confounding Factors**

An item might be intended to assess a student’s ability across a given knowledge or skill domain, but if the item is poorly written, we cannot be certain that the student’s performance on that item accurately reflects his or her ability. For example, an implausible answer choice can reduce the number of options, increasing the probability that the student could choose the correct answer without using the targeted knowledge or skill (i.e., false positive). Similarly, poor wording might confuse a student, causing him to select an incorrect answer choice even though he knew the correct answer (i.e., false negative).

**Clarity** includes descriptors of problems that students might have with reading and interpreting the item. This category includes problems such as unclear questions and/or answers, or representations that are unclear. Some items also are written with an unnecessarily high reading load because it has too many words or it has words that are more technical or sophisticated than is necessary. Items also are scored for insufficient information, which includes representations not being labeled well enough, the context being unfamiliar to most students, or not having enough supporting background to make sense.

**Content accuracy** describes problems with the substance of the item. This category records whether items have more than one answer choice that could be correct, no answer choice is correct, there is a conceptual error, and if the representation is unnecessary for evaluating the item.

**Resistance to test-taking strategies** is a category that describes ways that students can select or reject at least one answer choice using reasoning other than the targeted geographic skill or knowledge. This category includes criteria that indicate if one answer choice is significantly longer or shorter than the others, or if some answer choices stand out because they seem more technical than the others. This category also includes criteria that indicate if an answer choice seems unlikely to be true, or if there is a grammatical mismatch between the stem and at least one answer choice; both of these criteria make an answer choice less plausible. An additional criterion records if an item has at least two answer choices that say or mean the same thing, allowing students to rule out both using logic instead of the targeted geographic skill or knowledge.

### Table A4. The Categories of Cognitive Demands with Examples of Tasks That Typically Draw on These Demands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Demands</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Declarative**   | • Identify, describe, classify  
|                   | • Recognize a true statement  
|                   | • Find relevant information in a text  
|                   | • Make a comparison between two variables |
| **Procedural**    | • Read a map  
|                   | • Collect information from a table, graph, map, or representation  
|                   | • Plot data on a table, graph, map, or representation |
| **Schematic**     | • Make a comparison across multiple variables  
|                   | • Explain or predict a phenomenon using a general principle or model  
|                   | • Perform evidence-based reasoning  
|                   | • Recognize and compare patterns |
| **Strategic**     | • Find a solution to a problem by devising an appropriate method of approach |
showing fair to substantial agreement (0.249-0.654; p <0.001, 95% CI). Reported findings were calculated using the first rater’s results.

An area where inter-rater agreement was low was in coding for content category. Coders frequently found it difficult to assign items to a specific standard in the Geography for Life standards. The standards are presented in the form of broad concepts and principles, and the examples of performances under each standard cover only a small subset of the concepts and principles encompassed by a standard. When faced with an item that requires students to have very context-specific factual recall of geographic information, it was difficult to discern if we could reasonably expect that knowledge to be covered under any of the broadly defined standards. This dilemma occurred frequently throughout the scoring process, and we felt that we did not have enough information about expectations for each standard to reliably code the items. We coded according to our best estimation of which standard best fit the knowledge needed, and when we could not make that determination, we coded the item under the closest general standard heading. We scored items as “no content” only when the knowledge needed could not be considered geographic.
Appendix B: Example Assessment Framework

An excerpt from an example of an assessment framework for a high school unit on human settlement is shown below.

Download the full Example Assessment Framework at http://education.nationalgeographic.com/media/file/Example_Assessment_Framework_2.xlsx

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographic Practices</th>
<th>Performance Expectations</th>
<th>Performance Expectations</th>
<th>Performance Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify or describe a geographic principle or phenomenon.</td>
<td>Identify factors that influence resource distribution.</td>
<td>Identify kinds of decisions humans make regarding the organization of space (zoning laws, aesthetics).</td>
<td>Describe influences of topographic transportation and communication be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify SEPE factors that influence how and where people settle.</td>
<td>Identify the kinds of rules that governments make that regulate how and where people can move within and among settlements.</td>
<td>Describe transportation and commerce between settlements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Give examples of resources that are unevenly distributed.</td>
<td>Describe a city’s hinterland.</td>
<td>Describe transportation and commerce within and among settlements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe ways that settlements use resources.</td>
<td>Identify that different populations within a settlement have differential access to resources, goods, and services.</td>
<td>Describe what spatial hierarchies are and number of functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe ways that settlements acquire resources.</td>
<td>Identify constraints on the urban planning process in areas based on population change and limited resources. (megacities, declining cities: water shortages)</td>
<td>Describe political systems that control interaction among settlements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify resources needed by settlements.</td>
<td>Identify constraints on the urban planning process in areas based on population change and limited resources. (megacities, declining cities: water shortages)</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify relationships between settlements and the environment.</td>
<td>Identify constraints on the urban planning process in areas based on population change and limited resources. (megacities, declining cities: water shortages)</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify ways that the human capital impacts a settlement.</td>
<td>Identify constraints on the urban planning process in areas based on population change and limited resources. (megacities, declining cities: water shortages)</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe decisions that settlements make about resources.</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe ways that resource distribution can change over time.</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify reasons why access to resources can be limited.</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
<td>Describe the nature of flows and interactions of places (movement of goods, people, information).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Know and understand:

- Explain why settlements depend on [specific] resources, and why those dependencies change over time and space.
- Explain why some settlements have and others do not have access to certain [specific] resources, and why access can change.
- Explain why settlements are dependent upon their region beyond their settlement (hinterland) [resources, goods, services] [Von Thunen Model of city and agricultural land use; Christaller’s Central Place Theory].
- Explain advantages and disadvantages between the planned design and unplanned design of places.
- Identify how transportation and communication systems form land use patterns within and between settlements.
- Explain how transportation costs influence land use patterns within and among settlements.
- Explain how the physical environment influences the design of places and different settlement strategies.
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